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Abstract
A superconducting magnet is susceptible to quench, induced by localized mechanical or thermal
disturbances. Joule heating causes the resistive region to grow and spread throughout the entire
volume of the magnet. This growth of the resistive region is commonly referred to as normal zone
propagation (NZP). Understanding the thermal and electrical properties of NZP is essential to
providing the protection to the magnet during operation, because the excess heat generated during
NZP process may result in irreparable damage.
In order to develop the protection techniques for high-temperature superconducting magnets, multi-
dimensional normal zone propagation of small coils wound with silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223
superconducting tapes were analyzed in this project. The coils were situated in quasi-adiabatic
environment in the background magnetic field range 0-6 tesla, provided by a Bitter magnet and in
the temperature range 20-70 kelvin, provided by a two-stage GM cryocooler. Localized
disturbances were introduced in each coil by an electrical heater coupled to the outermost radius of
the coil. The NZP created by the heat pulse caused sharp increase in the coil voltage. The voltages
within several coil sections were monitored and recorded with a digital data acquisition system. A
simulation code modeling the NZP process was developed to accurately predict the voltage and
temperature signals of quenching coils. The code solved the nonlinear transient heat diffusion
equation in two dimensions with a finite difference method. The code may be applied for protection
analysis of large-scale high-Tc magnets of practical significance; NZP results of such magnets
can be used as a basis to develop the protection techniques.
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1 length [cm]
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Q,q transported heat [W]
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U quench propagation velocity [cm/s]
w width [cm]
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avg of average
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i at discrete time step i
ins insulation
HTS high-temperature superconducting (magnet)
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max maximum
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s superconducting
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Chapter 1
Superconductivity
Superconductivity --- total absence of electrical resistivity in certain
materials --- has come a long way since its discovery in 1911 by Kamerlingh
Onnes. Kamerlingh Onnes found that some pure metals such as mercury,
lead, and tin (known as the Type I superconductors) exhibit
superconductivity at 4.2 K, the boiling temperature of liquid helium.
Unfortunately these superconductors had virtually no practical
applications because of the limited current carrying capacity. Type I
superconductors, thus, remained a laboratory novelty for about half a
century since the initial discovery. However, important potentials for
technical applications were demonstrated in the early 1960's when Type II
superconductors (Nb 3Sn and NbTi discovered in the early 1950's) were
developed into promising conductors by Kunzler and others of the Bell
Laboratories. These Type II superconductors can sustain substantially
higher critical currents at much higher magnetic fields and temperatures
than those possible with Type I superconductors. The commercial
implication of these Type II superconductors appeared quite promising;
they eventually led to the recent development of large-scale, high-field
applications including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, linear-motor train (Maglev).
1.1 High-temperature superconductor era
The high-temperature superconductor era began in 1986 by the discovery by
Karl Alex Miiller and Johann Georg Bendnorz of the Zfirich IBM Research
Laboratory, who had synthesized and tested a new type of superconductors,
known as Ba-La-Cu-O system [1]. The material recorded the highest
critical temperature ever attained at that time of 35 K, breaking the
previous record of 23 K of niobium-based intermetallic compounds. Their
exciting discovery triggered an unprecedented world-wide race to search
for superconductors which would operate at temperatures even higher
than 35 K. Thousands of scientists and engineers joined this race, and a
few practical superconductors with critical temperatures exceeding 100 K
eventually emerged within a few years. The boiling temperature of liquid
nitrogen (77-K) has always been an target operating temperature of
superconducting devices for many applications, because such devices
would not require liquid helium, an expensive cryogen that has been an
absolute necessity for superconductivity ever since the discovery by
Kammerlingh Onnes. Thus, through this breakthrough discovery of
superconducting materials operable near 100 K, we are one step closer to
making superconducting devices economically viable.
The high-temperature superconductor studied in the present thesis is a
bismuth-based oxide superconductor. It bears the chemical formula of
(BiPb)2Sr 2Ca 2Cu3010+x, otherwise denoted as BSCCO-2223, and has the
critical temperature of -110 K at zero background magnetic field. H. Maeda
of the National Research Institute for Metals of Japan is credited with the
discovery of this superconductor in 1988 [2]. Although expensive, it is now
commercially available in a form of silver-sheathed tape, typically
manufactured with a continuous length of a few hundred meters. Figure
1.1 shows typical cross sections of the commercial silver-sheathed BSCCO-
2223 and BSCCO-2212 (another high-Tc material with a composition of
(BiPb)2Sr 2Ca1Cu 20x) available today [3].
1.2 High-Tc for high-field applications
High-Tc superconductors are also suitable for high-field applications. As
predicted by Dresner [4] as early as 1992, the manufacturing methods of the
silver-sheathed BSCCO tapes have improved substantially in recent years,
and the BSCCO tapes are now capable of carrying large current densities at
very high magnetic fields. The critical density measurements reported by
Sato et al. [5] show that the critical current density of 5.5 x 108 A/m 2 can be
obtained at 4.2 K in the background field near 20 T. This critical current
density exceeds that of Nb 3Sn exposed to the same temperature and field,
suggesting that the BSCCO-2223 tapes are useful even for high-field
applications. Quite recently, small superconducting coils wound with this
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Figure 1.1 Typical cross sections of BSCCO conductors. Two types are shown here: (a)
Multifilament (top) and monofilament (bottom) tapes, which consist of BSCCO-2223 core
and silver matrix. The typical volumetric content of the silver is approximately 70%. (b)
BSCCO-2212 is also available in a form of circular wire with 361 BSCCO filaments in
silver matrix [3].
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superconducting tape have been built and tested successfully at
temperatures ranging from 4.2 to 77 K in background magnetic field as
high as 22.5 T [6,7]. The performance of these test coils evidently indicates
that we should expect to see the BSCCO-2223 replacing low-Tc
superconductors in some high-field applications.
1.3 Current technical problems in BSCCO-2223
There are several problems to be overcome in the physical properties of the
BSCCO tapes to make them useful in commercially viable devices. Briefly,
three types of problems are addressed here: (1) strain; (2) nonuniform
current density; and (3) field anisotropy.
1.3.1 Strain effect
One major problem associated with BSCCO-2223 superconductors is their
weakness against strain, due to the material's inherently brittle nature
expected of most ceramic materials. The brittleness is partly overcome by
processing the conductor as a composite with multifilamentary films in the
silver matrix. This conductor configuration increases flexibility, enhancing
allowable bending stresses. However, even with a composite, extreme care
must be exercised when the conductors are handled, because a slightest
overstressing by mechanical or thermal effects can degrade current
densities. This stress-induced current degradation is addressed in the
previous literatures [2,5]. Strain effects become a problem particularly for
conductors exposed to a high magnetic field while carrying a large current.
Without sufficient mechanical supports, the repeated strain imposed by the
Lorentz force can permanently damage the high-Tc tapes. As an
illustration of the strain effect, Figure 1.2 shows the degrading effects of
strain cycle on critical current density in the form of normalized current
density vs. strain cycle data [5].
1.3.2 Nonuniform current density along tape length
Another problem observed in BSCCO-2223 conductors is the nonuniform
critical current density along conductor length. This problem has been
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Figure 1.2 Strain cycle effect on the critical current performance of a BSCCO-2223 tape.
The strain cycle degrades the current density with number of cycle. The effect of the strain
becomes more severe as the bending radius (indicated in mm) becomes smaller [5].
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previously reported by Iwasa and Yunus [8,9] in their one-dimensional
high-Tc quench studies. One possible explanation for this nonuniformity is
the presence of defects associated with 'weak-links,' created during the
heat treatment [4,10,11]. The presence of the defects appeared to degrade the
critical density, but the exact defect mechanism is not understood well.
The extent of the nonuniform current density in our samples (the 3-layer
coil in particular) used in the present project was much more severe than it
was initially estimated. This led us to measure the critical current along
the conductor length to quantify its nonuniformity. The nonuniformity
results are discussed in chapter 3 in more detail.
1.3.3 Field anisotropy
Figure 1.3 shows an example of the anisotropy effect of field on critical
current for a BSCCO tape [2]. Due to the anisotropic structure of the 'flux
pinning sites,' the tape experiences degraded critical current performance
when the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the broad face of the
tape, as opposed to when the field is applied in parallel. The anisotropy
effect is also heavily dependent on temperature; it worsens with increase in
temperature. The field orientation anisotropy exists in flat tapes; it does not
exist in circular wires. However, since most BSCCO conductors available
today are in the tape form, the anisotropic effect may limit their high-field
use to only in the low temperature range (< 20 K).
1.4 Normal zone propagation and protection
As the commercial superconducting devices become widespread, the safety
and stability issues of the devices has emerged as important. While a
superconductor with "sufficient" cooling can carry large currents stably in
the superconducting state, the ability to carry current in the
superconducting state can abruptly fail when one or more of the following
critical parameters are exceeded: (1) temperature, (2) magnetic field, or (3)
transport current. When this conversion to the normal state --- commonly
known as a quench event or normal zone propagation --- occurs in a
superconducting magnet, it often results in an uncontrolled conversion
1.0
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Figure 1.3 Effect of field orientation on the BSCCO tape performance at 4.2 K (liquid
helium) and 27 K (liquid neon) [2]. The anisotropic effect on the tape becomes larger as
the operating temperature exceeds -20 K, degrading the critical current density
substantially at high magnetic field.
of electromagnetic energy into thermal energy. The excessive heat and
voltage produced during this process may result in irreversible damage to
the magnet.
Most modern superconducting magnets are equipped with some forms of
protection mechanism to control the thermal energy release during a
quench event. The protection methods of superconducting devices are
discussed in many previous literatures. Eckert et al. [12] list three
protection methods commonly implemented to a magnet: (1) the use of an
external shunt resistor in series in conjunction with an active quench
detection; (2) the use of an inductively coupled secondary circuit; or (3) the
technique of subdividing the magnet into several smaller sections with an
external resistor connected across each subdivided section. These methods
are dictated by the basic requirement that the magnet energy during NZP
must not be converted into heat over a small volume of the winding.
1.5 Normal zone propagation (NZP) in BSCCO-2223 tapes
As the commercial use of BSCCO-2223 conductors is expected to grow in the
near future for large scale applications, the protection of high-Tc magnets
in the event of a quench becomes a greater concern. A protection scheme
must be developed based on thorough understanding of the normal zone
propagation (NZP) process within the high-Tc windings. Previous
research on this subject with BSCCO-2223 tapes has been rarely reported in
the literature. What have been reported have thus been limited to the one-
dimensional NZP, along the conductor length, see, for example, [8,9,13,14].
Although these results give us some useful insights, they retain very little
practical value in winding configurations of real magnets. Thus the
primary objective of this project is to investigate the multidimensional
quench phenomenon in the high-Tc coils.
1.6 Previous research on stability of high-temperature superconductors
Bellis and Iwasa [13] performed one-dimensional NZP analysis of the
BSCCO tape placed in liquid helium and liquid neon bath. A comprehensive
simulation code was developed, which precisely predicted the voltage and
temperature distribution along the length of a 20-cm long silver-sheathed
BSCCO-2223 tape. In another similar study, Yunus and Iwasa [8,9] also
performed an one-dimensional experiment using a single-turn coil of a
silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223 tape wound over a coil form and modeled the
results with an one-dimensional analysis. An adiabatic approximation
was used for the sample tape whose operating temperature was
maintained with a cryocooler. In addition to voltage measurements, the
temperature distribution was monitored using thermocouples attached to
the sample coil. They showed that the voltage response of the conductor
during normal zone propagation can be accurately related to the measured
temperature distribution. Their measurements of the critical current
density along the conductor length have shown a spatial nonuniformity of
current density, caused probably during the manufacturing process.
There have been several attempts to describe NZP phenomenon based only
on numerical techniques, without experimental validation [12,15-19].
Although these studies have been applied primarily to one-dimensional
NZP in the longitudinal direction of Type II superconductors, they can be
extended to high-temperature conductors when the proper conversion is
given to modify the temperature and field dependent properties, i.e. critical
current density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity. Seol and Chyu [16]
performed the stability prediction of one dimensional model of
superconductors subjected to local thermal disturbance. Unal and Chyu
[17,18] also solved the transient heat diffusion equation to predict the
temperature response in the longitudinal direction and quench recovery of
the superconductors in the forms of tape and cylindrical wire. They
expressed the solutions in closed form using Fourier series expansion
through separation of variables, since the heat diffusion equation is
inherently a partial differential equation. However, they equally relied on
finite difference method with successive over-relaxation method (SOR).
1.7 Overview
This thesis presents a methodology to measure and predict the responses of
small high-Tc coils undergoing the two-dimensional NZP. The
fundamental motivation is that quenching process in high-Tc magnets
must be investigated and understood thoroughly in order to develop a
suitable protection strategy. The high-Tc superconducting magnets are
still at very early stages; the work presented here moves this effort one step
closer towards the goal.
Chapter 2
Normal zone propagation in high-Tc coils
Quenching in a high-field superconducting magnet may lead to a
catastrophic failure of the magnet during operation. Detailed thermal and
electrical analyses of the winding subsequent to a quench event have been
performed during the last three decades to develop the protection
techniques for the magnets constructed with the so-called low-Tc
superconductors (NbTi and Nb 3 Sn). The importance of the quench
analyses has been well indicated by a great number of previous studies
published on the topic [12-39]. In this chapter, the similarities and
differences in the quench mechanism between the low-Tc and the high-Tc
superconductors are discussed. A detailed analysis is not attempted here,
because closed-form solution for key parameters of stability and protection
simply do not exist for the high-Tc case. Instead, a qualitative discussion is
briefly presented for these parameters.
2.1 High-Tc NZP mechanism
In essence, the basic quench mechanism of high-T in many ways is similar
to that of low-Tc superconductors, but there are some major differences as
well. The following two factors cause the differences:
* A typical operating temperature of a high-Tc superconductor is
expected to be in 20-70 K range, much higher than 4.2 K, a typical
temperature for a low-Tc superconductor.
* A "current sharing region" for a high-Tc superconductor covers a
temperature span (AT) of 10 to 100 K, while it is about 1 K for a low-Tc
superconductor.
2.1.1 Current sharing region
The current sharing phenomenon exists because the technical
superconductors, both high-Tc and low-Tc, are manufactured as
composites, each consisting of a superconductor and normal metal matrix.
Figure 2.1 shows the "critical surfaces" which define the range of
superconductivity of NbTi and BSCCO-2223 [5]. When a composite
conductor reaches the critical surface, the transport current is shared by
both the superconductor and the matrix. That is, a portion of the current
previously carried by the superconductor alone shifts into the metal matrix.
As shown in the figure, this current sharing region for the BSCCO-2223
can span from 0 to -110 K in zero background field. This large
temperature span indicates that the early stages of the quench process for
BSCCO-2223 is dominated by the current sharing effect. Since the current
is shared by the superconductor and the matrix, the magnitude of Joule
heating generated by the "normal zone" is smaller than that if the entire
transport current were to be carried entirely by the matrix. The result is a
low heating rate, which in turn generally results in a slow quench
propagation speed.
By contrast, the low-Tc materials exhibit a much smaller current sharing
region. Once the normal zone is produced, the quenched region of the
superconductor quickly shifts into the completely normal state, with a
temperature increase of only a few kelvins. This is clearly seen in the
critical surface of NbTi in Figure 2.1. The slope of the NbTi critical surface,
for example DJc/aT, has a negative value much greater than that of the
high-Tc BSCCO. This large negative slope suggests that a small increase
in temperature can force the superconductor to move into the completely
normal state. Thus in many cases, a quench in the low-Tc conductor may
be approximated roughly as a "step" function in the Joule heating vs.
temperature plot, shifting to the 100% resistive state from the 100%
superconducting state. This assumption is proven to be valid in many of
previous research papers, as shown, for example, by the quench studies
performed by Joshi and Iwasa [20]. The model assumes that the full-scale
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Figure 2.1 Critical surfaces of BSCCO-2223 and NbTi [5].
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Joule heating dissipation in the matrix starts as soon as the region is
reached by the propagating normal front.
2.1.2 Operating temperature
A typical operating temperature for high-Tc magnets is expected to be in
the range of 20 - 70 K. In that range, the key material properties, i.e
critical current density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, and electrical
resistivity, behave nonlinearly as functions of temperature and magnetic
field. Thus, unlike the previous analysis performed for the low-Tc quench
propagation [20-24], we cannot assume these properties to be temperature-
and field-independent. Nor is it valid to use average values. The
nonlinearities of the material properties strongly imply that an ODE
version of the heat diffusion equation cannot be used for the high-Tc case.
In the end we cannot avoid using a numerical technique to solve the
nonlinear PDE. Therefore most analyses performed in this project are
based on a numerical technique.
2.2 One-dimensional power density equation
As mentioned previously, obtaining the analytical solution for such a two-
dimensional, nonlinear phenomenon is impossible. Therefore, we will
present a one-dimensional model in this section to grasp a general sense of
what could occur in the high-Tc conductor as it undergoes a normal zone
propagation.
The quench propagation is fundamentally a thermal diffusion phenomenon
and is governed by the transient heat diffusion equation. The equation in
the one-dimensional model with an adiabatic boundary condition is given
by:
BT A AT)C k + g(T, x) (2.1)
At ax ax
where T denotes the temperature, t the time, x the position, C the
volumetric specific heat, k the thermal conductivity, and g the heat
generation. The first term on the right-hand side represents the thermal
conduction, and the left-hand side represents the time rate of change of
internally stored energy density. The generation term, g(T,x), is applicable
only in the normal region, where the Joule heating is generated.
Figure 2.2 shows a typical temperature distribution of a composite
superconductor undergoing the normal zone propagation, in which the
temperature distribution is functions of position and time. The model
assumes that three distinct regions are established around the wave
propagation boundary: (1) normal region (electrically resistive); (2) current
sharing region (currents are shared by both superconductor and metal
matrix); and (3) superconducting region. As the normal zone grows, the
temperature increases throughout all regions, and the propagation
boundary progresses to the direction in the right of the x-axis.
The partial differential equation obtained in Eq 2.1 is often transformed into
an ODE, given the experimental fact that the superconducting-to-normal
boundary moves at a constant speed when the transport current is
maintained at a constant level. Thus we introduce the longitudinal
propagation velocity, U1, and the transformation variable z = x-Uzt. This
transformation allows us to express the diffusion equation as the following:
k d2T dk, (dT) 2  dTk, + + C,- --O (2.2)
S dz 2  dT dz I dz
in the superconducting region and
d2T dk, (dT 2 dTk dz2 +-dT dz + C, --- +g(T,z)=O (2.3)
in the normal region. The subscripts s and n denote superconducting and
normal states, respectively. An approximate solution for U1, the
propagation speed, as obtained by Cherry and Gittleman [25] is given by
the following:
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Figure 2.2 Current density distribution model for the high-Tc (composite) tapes. Three
distinct regions are formed along the superconducting-to-normal boundary which
propagates to the right at speed U1 as the quenched region grows. The bottom graph shows
the Joule heating distribution according to the temperature profile of the superconductor
along its length.
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where AT is the difference of the critical temperature and the surrounding
temperature and J the current density. The solution is based on the
assumption that the materials properties are independent of temperature
and magnetic field, the condition is adiabatic, and the absence of matrix
metal.
Although Eq 2.4 is based on temperature-independent properties with the
current sharing effects neglected, it can nevertheless give an estimate of
the quench behavior even for the high-Tc materials. The two parameters, C
and J, in Eq. 2.4 may be the key parameters that distinguish the
propagation speed in the high-Tc conductors from that in the low-Tc. The
elevated operating temperature of the high-Tc may decrease the current
density J in the conductor and increase the specific heat C substantially.
Thus, we may expect to observe a very slow normal zone growth in the
high-Tc materials undergoing quench process.
To get a ball-park estimation of the longitudinal (along the tape length)
propagation speed in the high-Tc tapes, a "back-of-the-envelope" calculation
is attempted here using Eq. 2.4. Let us, for example, estimate the
longitudinal quench propagation speed in a high-Tc tape at 20 K
environment. The properties at 20 K are as follows:
* The specific heat, C, can be estimated to be that of silver, CAg, since -70%
of the high-Tc tapes consists of silver. It is also assumed that the specific
heat is identical in the superconducting and the normal regions.
CAg=0. 2 J/cm3K.
* The thermal conductivity is also estimated to be that of silver, kAg, for the
same reason. kAg=40 W/cmK.
* The electrical resistivity, p, is equal to that of the silver matrix, PAg, at
20K. pAg=6-nQ cm.
* The critical current density, Jc, of the high-Tc at 20K is typically 2 x 104
A/cm 2 in zero background field.
* Since most of the BSCCO-2223 becomes essentially normal at -80 K, we
estimate AT=60K.
Inserting these values into Eq. 2.4, U1 becomes -7 cm/s at 20K. This
estimation is surprisingly close to a longitudinal propagation speed
reported by Bellis [13,14]. Bellis reported that a speed at 25K in a 5-T
background field for a BSCCO tape with a current density of 15,900 A/cm 2 is
-3 cm/s, which is on the same order of magnitude as our estimation. Thus
we may expect the longitudinal speed of silver-sheathed high-Tc tapes in
these environments to be in the 0.01-0.1 m/s range. Compared with a
typical speed of a low-Tc material of the order of 10-100 m/s, the high-Tc
conductors are expected to exhibit a very slow propagation speed.
With some modification, Eq. 2.4 can also be used to estimate the
"transverse" (turn-to-turn) propagation speed, Ut, in a high-Tc coil in the
adiabatic condition. The thermal conductivity across the layers of the high-
Tc tapes coupled with the electrical insulation can be estimated in the
following way: The electrical insulation is assumed to be Kapton, which
has a value similar to that of epoxy. The turn-to-turn thermal conductivity
in the transverse direction can be averaged by the "parallel"
formula, k avg = kAghKapton/(kAg+kKapton) = 2x10-3 W/cmK at 20 K.
Substituting this value into Eq. 2.4, the estimated Ut comes out to be
-5 x 10-4 m/s. As it will be presented in Chapter 5, this value is surprisingly
close to the value obtained in the experiment and the simulation in this
project. Thus we may estimate that the ratio between the longitudinal and
the transverse speed is -0.001. The ratio of similar magnitude is also
typical in the low-Tc counter parts such as NbTi or Nb3Sn, as previously
reported by Joshi [20] and Lim [23] .
2.3 Minimum quench power for a high-Tc pancake coil
Stekly [26] presents an expression to compute the minimum quench power
required to initiate a quench in superconducting magnet. The formula is
written as:
8n
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where kx, ky, and kz represent the thermal conductivity of the
superconductor in the three dimensions, rh denotes the critical radius of
the quenched ellipsoid, and AT is the temperature difference between the
critical and the operating temperatures. Eq. 2.5 is applicable to a layer-
wound superconducting coils, where the quenched volume can be depicted
as an ellipsoid.
Since we will be primarily dealing with coils wound in a pancake shape,
Eq. 2.5 must be modified to suit the two-dimensional pancake model. The
equation in the modified form can be written as:
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where kr and ko are the thermal conductivity in the radial (longitudinal)
and the azimuthal (transverse) directions, and w is the width of the high-Tc
tape. Using this formula and the estimated properties noted in the previous
section, we obtain the minimum power of the thermal excitation required to
initiate a quench in the high-Tc coil at 20 K to be on the order of -30 W. In
the experiment and also in the simulation (chapters 4 and 5), it is verified
that similar heater power was actually required in the experiment to
quench the high-Tc coil. The large minimum quench power indicates that
the high-Tc coils are indeed extremely stable against external thermal
disturbances. This is quite contrary to the low-Tc superconductors, which
require thermal excitation of only a few gtW of power.
2.4 Current redistribution
Some multi-filamentary low-Tc conductors, especially when they are highly
stabilized with metal matrix, experience much faster quench propagation
speed due to a phenomenon known as current redistribution. The current
redistribution phenomenon is considered here because most of the high-Tc
BSCCO-2223 tapes are also highly stabilized, containing -70% silver by
volume. Mints et al [27] pointed out that some multifilamentary
superconductors have large matrix area, to which only a fraction of the
filament surfaces are exposed as the filaments are closely packed in one
small region. This creates a localized Joule heating as the conductor
becomes normal. The current initially tends to concentrate near the
filamentary area because it takes time for the current to be evenly
redistributed throughout the matrix area. For the low-Tc conductors, this
causes local overheating near the filaments and thus results in faster
quench propagation. However it is expected that current redistribution
should not cause any problems in the high-Tc tapes because the typical
propagation rate is on the order of -0.01 m/s, as described in the previous
sections. The silver-sheathed tapes should have ample time to redistribute
their currents as the quench occurs at a very slow pace.
2.5 Summary of normal zone propagation in high-Tc superconductor
Normal zone propagation in high-Tc superconductors takes place at speeds
that are much slower than those in low-Tc superconductors. The
propagation speeds are expected to be on the order of 0.01-0.1 m/s in silver-
sheathed BSCCO-2223 tapes. High-Tc superconductors are also expected to
be very stable against thermal disturbances. A minimum quench power is
estimated to be -30W. Due to the temperature-dependent material
properties and the prevailing current sharing effects, a numerical method
is necessary to analyze the quench phenomenon in the high-Tc coils.
Chapter 3
Experimental Technique
This chapter describes the experimental technique to monitor and record two-
dimensional normal zone propagation events occurring within two high-Tc coils,
both wound with silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223 tapes. Two sets of measurements
were carried out in this project. The experimental technique and results are
described in detail here:
* Critical current and normal zone propagation measurements of a 3-layer
coil in the background field range 0-6 T;
* Critical current and normal zone propagation measurements of a 8-layer
coil in the background field range 0-3T.
The experiments are based on a premise that the transient behavior of a quench
in a coil can be quantified through voltage and temperature measurements at
selected locations within the coil.
3.1 Experimental Apparatus
Fig. 3.1 shows the cross sectional view of the overall experimental setup with its
tail section inserted in the bore of a Bitter magnet. The entire setup is designed so
that the test coil can be placed in the background field generated by a Bitter
magnet, a high magnetic field facility available at the Francis Bitter Magnet
Laboratory. This setup is the first attempt ever to incorporate a cryocooler in the
background field of a Bitter magnet. As for the test apparatus, the test coil is
thermally coupled to the 2nd stage of a GM cryocooler, located above the Bitter
magnet at a distance sufficiently far from the high-field region. The thermal
coupling is achieved by means of a copper extension rod that maintains the
temperature difference between the test coil and second stage within 1 K. Details
of the design issues are described below.
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Figure 3.1 Experimental apparatus used in this project. The apparatus is designed to fit in the bore
of a Bitter magnet available in the Francis Bitter Magnet Laboratory.
.GM Cryocooler
3.1.1 Vacuum chamber
The vacuum chamber is designed to have two dividable parts. The motivation
behind the dividable chamber is to make the "tail" section interchangeable to
accommodate test coils of different sizes to be inserted into the bore of the most
suitable Bitter magnet. For example, we can use a narrow tail for a small test
coils to fit into a small-bore Bitter magnet that can provide a higher field than that
with a wider bore. In our case, the tail has a 15-cm diameter and it is inserted into
a 22-cm bore Bitter magnet capable of providing a maximum field of 7.5 T. The top
and tail parts of the vacuum chamber is constructed with stainless steel tubes,
each with 1.6-mm wall thickness. The two top parts are connected with the
stainless steel flanges, between which a Parker 2-164 O-ring is placed to keep the
chamber vacuum tight. A valve attached to the chamber allows a diffusion
vacuum pump to keep the chamber at a vacuum (10-4-10-5 torr) during the
experiment.
3.1.2 Copper radiation shields
The cold components of the apparatus located below First Stage of the GM
cryocooler is protected against radiation heat input with Copper Radiation Shield
(140-mm dia., 760-mm long, and 1.6-mm thick) anchored to the First Stage. The
interface between the shield and the first stage is tightly held together with six
sets of 4-40 bronze bolts and nuts. A larger linear thermal contraction coefficient
of bronze, as opposed to that of copper, permits a good thermal coupling between
the two components as First Stage is cooled down to 50-60 K. In addition, a thin
layer of "conduction grease" mixed with polymer, known as Apiezon-N, is
applied on the interface to improve the overall thermal coupling.
The test coil is placed within a copper sample holder enclosure. To minimize the
radiation heat from Copper Radiation Shield to the sample holder enclosure, 15 to
20 layers of super insulation are wrapped around the sample holder.
3.1.3 Copper extension rod
The copper extension rod is used to thermally couple the test coil and at the same
time to keep the G-M cryocooler away from exposure to the background field
Table 3.1 Summary of the heat load on each stage of the cryocooler, at each stage's steady-state
temperature.
First stage (60 K)
Radiation from 300 K to 60 K -40 W
Copper current leads -12 W
from 300 K to 60 K carrying 150 A
Total heat load on the first stage 1-52 W
Second stage (20 K)
Radiation from 60 K to 20 K -0.5 W
Copper current leads - 1 W
from 60 K to 20 K
Total heat load on the first stage ~ 1.5 W
produced by the Bitter magnet. The cryocooler is equipped with a stepper motor
connected to the piston, which directs the flow of the helium gas circulation.
Since the stepper motor contains permanent magnets, an exposure to a high
external magnetic field induction saturates the motor. The maximum allowable
external magnetic field induction specified by the cryocooler manufacturer is -700
gauss, which is at an axial distance of -90-cm from the midplane of the Bitter
magnet when it is charged to 6 T. The cross section of the extension is square-
shaped with an area of 780-mm 2. A pair of silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223 tapes is
attached to the rod to feed transport current to the test coil.
3.1.4 High-Tc current leads
As stated above, a pair of silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223 tapes, each 50 cm long and
rated 42 A at 77 K (Sumitomo Electric) is used to deliver transport current to the
test coil. The tapes were thermally anchored to but electrically insulated from the
copper extension rod with Stycast epoxy and a 20-igm thick Kapton tape. At 20 K,
each lead is capable of carrying current up to -200 A superconductively in a
background field up to -6 T.
3.1.5 Construction ofBSCCO-2223 test coils
Figure 3.2 shows a cross sectional view of the test coil assembly. (In this figure,
the bottom end of the test coil assembly, unlike the one in Fig. 3.1, is shown
pointing upward.) A test coil is installed at the bottom end of the copper extension
rod and placed inside the copper enclosure. The coil design must achieve two
objectives: (1) to obtain a "quasi-adiabatic" condition and (2) to minimize Joule
heating of the current lead joints (not shown in the figure). The coil form consists
of a stainless steel tube with an outer diameter of 5 cm, a 5-cm thick wall, and 3-
cm long. A single layer of 25 jpm thick Kapton tape is wrapped on the outer
surface of coil form as an electrical insulation. Either 3 or 8 layers of the tape are
wound on coil form, forming a test coil. A layer-to-layer insulation is a 25-jim
thick Kapton tape; Stycast epoxy is used to keep the Kapton and BSCCO-2223 tape
from detaching. A phenolic ring placed snugly over the outermost layer
completes the winding assembly. Upon cool down to an operating temperature,
the phenolic ring, due to a differential contraction, applies a radial compressive
pressure to the winding. The locations of the voltage taps are shown in Figures
3.3 and 3.4. For the 3-layer test coil, voltage taps are positioned sequentially 90
degrees apart from each other in the azimuthal direction. Two consecutive
voltage taps are separated by an azimuthal distance of -40 mm. Each tap is
fabricated with a 13-gm thick copper foil and is fixed on the conductor surface
with a drop of silver epoxy. A silver epoxy, known as BIPAX, works well for
attaching voltage taps to the tape; other alternate methods, such as soldering,
may damage the high-Tc tape because of excessive heating.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of a 3-layer test coil used in the experiment. Note in the actual assembly,
shown in Fig. 3.1, the top of this assembly points downward.
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Figure 3.3 Schematic of top view of the 3-layer test coil. The eight voltage tap (0 to 7) locations,
divided into 4 groups, each with 2 taps, are shown. Adjacent groups are 90' away azimuthally, with
a longitudinal distance of -40 mm between the nearest taps. Each differential voltage cover a 90'
segment.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of top view of the 8-layer test coil. Four locations of the voltage taps are
shown. VO, V1, V2, and V3 are connected respectively to the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th layer of the coil.
TO-T5 indicate the locations of the thermocouples. Each thermocouple is soldered to a copper
shimstock, which is glued to the tape with BIPAX silver epoxy.
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Table 3.2 Parameters of the BSCCO-2223 tapes used in this project.
BSCCO-2223 tape IGC tape Sumitomo tape
Width (mm) 3.18 3.50
Thickness (gm) 203 240
Number of filaments 19 61
Critical current (A) 35 42
(0.1 gV/cm at 77 K)
silver by volume (%) 70 70
BSCCO-2223 silver-sheathed tapes
The high-Tc tapes used to wind the test coils have been donated by Intermagnetics
General Corporation (IGC) and Sumitomo Electric Industries. The two tapes,
both multifilamentary, have similar physical dimensions and current carrying
capacities. The selected parameters of the two tapes are presented in Table 3.2.
These values were also verified through measurements.
3.1.6 Quench heater
The heater attached on the outermost layer of each coil, shown in Figures 3.3 and
3.4, is used to initiate normal zone propagation in the coil. The heater is a 127-
gm thick stainless steel shimstock, 3.5-mm wide and 7.6-mm long. The
calculated heater electrical resistance is 12 mQ at room temperature. The heater
is connected to a 100A/50V power supply, which can be controlled by a pulse
generator to produce a current pulse with a duration of 200-500 ms and a peak
current up to 100 A. A peak current of 100 A corresponds to a heating rate of 120
W. Such a high heating rate is required because minimum quench energies for
high-Tc windings can be on the order of -10 J, as discussed in chapter 2 (section
2.3). Because of this high heating rate, heater failure incidents were not unusual;
the heater had to be designed carefully, taking into account both of its resistance
and heat capacity requirements. Another important design requirement is to
achieve a good thermal contact between the heater and the high-Tc tape. To
ensure a highly efficient heat transfer, the contact resistance between the heater
and the tape must be minimal; one way to achieve this goal is to minimize the
thickness of electrical insulation. A 13-gm thick Mylar sheet was used; it was
epoxied firmly at the heater-to-tape interface with Stycast. Although the epoxy is
known to be a poor thermal conductor, the total thickness of -25 Rm, equivalent to
a thermal resistance of -6 K/W, is sufficiently thin to achieve an efficient heat
transfer without contributing too much to thermal diffusion time. The
experimental results have verified that the effectiveness of the heater design.
3.1.7 Temperature sensors
To the 8-layer test coil, in addition to the voltage taps, six sets of E-type (Ni-
Cr/Constantan) thermocouples are attached. Figure 3.4 shows the thermocouple
locations. Thin (36-gauge) thermocouples are chosen to minimize the thermal
effect resulting from the added mass of the wire. The reference junction for each
thermocouple is anchored to the copper extension rod, whose temperature is
monitored by a Ga-Al-As temperature diode. Therefore each thermocouple
measures a thermal voltage difference between the reference junction and the
conductor at its location. Temperature distribution measured from the
thermocouples provides the basis for comparison between experiment and
numerical simulation. As a backup measurement, an extra Ga-Al-As diode is
attached to the outermost layer of the test coil.
3.1.8 Temperature control of the sample coil
The temperature of the second stage is controlled with a Chromalox (PC400-2)
nichrome heater. The cylindrical shaped heater is inserted into a copper block,
and is then firmly fixed to the copper cylinder of the second stage. Initially, a PID
controller implemented on the D/A converter was used to control this heater, but
it was later disengaged from the system. Due to the slow response of the
cryocooler to the heat load, manual control of the heater was found to be just as
effective as the PID controller. The Chromalox heater is connected to a power
supply rated at 0.5A/100V. Typically, 20-40V and 0.3-0.5 A (6-20 W) are used to
maintain the second stage temperature at a constant level in the range of 20 K -
70 K.
3.1.9 Current supplies for high-Tc coils
Two 100-A power supplies are connected in parallel to supply transport current
up to 200 A to each test coil. Each test coil at 20 K in zero background field has a
critical current of -200 A.
3.1.10 Instrumentation
A block diagram of the instrumentation for the experiment is shown in Figure
3.5. The voltage and thermocouple signals from the test coil are amplified either
by Preston Isolation Amplifiers or by Keithley 155 microvoltmeters. The amplified
signals are then transported to the digital data acquisition board installed in the
Macintosh Quadra-840AV. The Mac is equipped with NB-MIO-16L D/A
multifunction board. It has a 16-bit ADC with up to 16 analogue inputs, two 12- bit
DACs with voltage outputs, 8 lines of TTL-compatible digital I/O, and three 16-bit
counter/timer channels for timing I/O. The D/A circuit can be triggered
externally with a differential voltage of 0.5 V. The maximum sampling speed is
up to 55 kHz when a single channel is used. The D/A board is connected to an
internal isolation amplifier, known as SCXI-1120, which is able to give gains up to
2,000. Typically a gain of 1,000 on the Preston is used, and then the signals are
further amplified by the SCXI-1120 with an additional gain of 20. The total gain of
20,000 gives a resolution of a 50-gV range. In the multiplex mode established in
conjunction with the internal amplifier, the maximum number of the double-
ended analogue inputs are increased to 32. The 32 channels accommodate all the
voltage, thermocouple, and power supply signals produced during the
experiment. Typically, 8 channels are allocated for the voltage measurements, 2
for the temperature diode, 1 for the power supply, 1 for the pulse heater, and 6 for
the thermocouples. Anywhere from 18 to 22 channels are typically used in the
experiment. A sampling rate is chosen in the range from 100 Hz to 1 kHz, but
because the normal zone propagation in the test coil lasts usually 5 to 20 seconds,
even slower sampling rates may be acceptable. As for the low-pass filters
installed in the amplifiers, typically a 10-Hz filter used to remove any high-
frequency background noise produced by the Bitter magnet. Even with the filters,
however, the signals cannot be noise free. To enhance signal resolution, the noise
in the signal is further removed by a software filter at the post-processing stage.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of the apparatus and instrumentation used in the experiment.
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3.2 Critical Current (Ic) Measurements
Critical current data are crucial parameters in predicting voltages within the
winding of a coil undergoing normal zone propagation. This is particularly so for
conductors such as BSCCO-2223, which has the current sharing region over a
wide temperature span. Although many critical current data are available for
BSCCO-2223 currently available in the literature [28-34], variation among
published data is quite large. Figure 3.6 shows some of the critical current data
presented by Mawatari et al [29] and Han et al [31]. Data by Mawatari et al give a
current density at 77 K in zero background field of -7 x 108 A/m2, while those by
Han give a value of 2.5 x 108 A/m2. Clearly critical current varies from sample to
sample and also is dependent on manufacturing technique.
3.2.1 Experiment Procedure
The following is a description of the critical current measurement procedure used
in this project. The transport current technique is employed here in which the
voltages developed in selected locations in the test coil are detected by means of
taps as a test coil is slowly charged with a direct current. The locations of the
voltage taps attached to each test coil are respectively shown in Figures 3.3 and
3.4. A critical current criterion of 1 gV/cm is used in the measurements.
Cool down
After the entire assembly of the apparatus described in section 3.1 is put together
and inserted in the bore of the Bitter magnet, a diffusion vacuum pump evacuates
the chamber. When the vacuum reaches the 10-4-10-5 torr range, the cryocooler
may be turned on to begin cool down. The first stage reaches -60 K within 4
hours, and the second stage reaches -20 K approximately 6 hours after that. Fig
3.7 shows typical temperature-versus-time curves during the cool down.
Critical current measurement
When the temperature of the test coil settles down at a desired temperature and in
a background field, the coil is slowly charged with a direct current. As the
current is increased, the voltage difference within each quadrant of the layers of
the coil is monitored. The monitored voltage signals are simultaneously recorded
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Figure 3.6 Published data on the critical current density of the BSCCO-2223 superconductor. [29,31]
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Figure 3.7 Cool down curves for the apparatus shown in Figure 3.1.
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by the data acquisition system at a sampling rate of 30-50 Hz. When the current
reaches the critical value in a given quadrant, the voltage across that quadrant
begins to rise gradually as the superconductor experiences the current sharing
phenomenon. As expected, each test coil exhibited nonuniform current density
characteristics along the length of the tape. Figure 3.8 clearly shows the variation
in each quadrant. Among the sections in the 3-layer coil, Section 0 shows the
lowest critical current. The degradation was probably caused by handling of the
tape at each lead end of the coil, where soldering was required to attach the tape to
the copper current lead block. The susceptibility of critical current on thermal
stress in the BSCCO-2223 frequently manifested in "local" degradation of the
conductor. There is another possible source of current degradation. Splicing
between the current lead and the conductor may induce excessive Joule heating
and degrade the critical current near the joint. Thus it is important to monitor
the temperature of the test coil during critical current measurements because in
some cases, especially in zero background field where the critical currents are the
greatest, this Joule heating may become excessive. The critical current density at
each section of the two sample coils was measured in the temperature range 20 -
70 K and in the field range from 0 to 6 T. The critical current data are
summarized as I, vs. temperature graphs in Figures 3.9-3.14.
37K, 4T
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Figure 3.8 Raw voltage data from the critical current measurements in the 3-layer test coil at 37 K
and 4 T. Notice that the current carrying capacity in the Section 0 is significantly lower than that
of the rest of the sections. The degradation is due to three possible reasons: (1) manufacturing
defects, (2) stain damage, and (3) overheating in the current lead joint.
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Figure 3.9 Ic characteristics of the 3-layer coil in Section 0 as a function of temperature. The
critical current is measured at 5 different background field: 0,1,2,4, and 6 T. (plus=OT;
asterisk=1T; dot=2T; triangle=4T; square=6T) The critical current density in this section is
particularly lower than the other 6 sections.
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Figure 3.10 Ic characteristics of the 3-layer coil in Sections 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) as a function of
temperature. The critical current is measured at 5 different background field: 0,1,2,4, and 6 T.
(plus=OT; asterisk=IT; dot=2T; triangle=4T; square=6T)
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Figure 3.11 Ic characteristics of the 3-layer coil in Sections 3 (top) and 4 (bottom) as a function of
temperature. The critical current is measured at 5 different background field: 0,1,2,4, and 6 T.
(plus=OT; asterisk=1T; dot=2T; triangle=4T; square=6T)
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Figure 3.12 Ic characteristics of the 3-layer coil in Sections 5 (top) and 6 (bottom) as a function of
temperature. The critical current is measured at 5 different background field: 0,1,2,4, and 6 T.
(plus=OT; asterisk=1T; dot=2T; triangle=4T; square=6T)
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Figure 3.13 Ic characteristics of the 8-layer coil in Section 0 as a function of temperature. The
critical current is measured at 5 different background fields: 0,1,2, and 3 T. (plus=OT;
asterisk=1T; diamond=2T; square=3T)
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Figure 3.14 Ic characteristics of the 8-layer coil in Sections 1 (top) and 2 (bottom) as a function of
temperature. The critical current is measured at 5 different background fields: 0,1,2, and 3 T.
(plus=OT; asterisk=1T; diamond=2T; square=3T)
3.2.2 I, data correlation
The measured critical current data have been correlated by a single expression to
be used as input data for numerical simulation:
Ic(B,T) = (262.9- 35.08B + 2.918B 2) - 3.02T (3.1)
where I, is in ampere, B is in tesla and T is in kelvin. The above expression is
valid in the temperature range of 20-70 K and field range of 0-6 T. The expression
assumes that at a constant magnetic field Ic decreases linearly with T, while its
slope is field independent. The y-axis' (current) intercept varies exponentially
with magnetic field and is approximated by a second order polynomial. Figure
3.15 depicts the "critical surface" of the BSCCO superconductor defined by Eq 3.1.
Unlike the critical surface of the low-Tc superconductor, such as NbTi, the
critical surface for the BSCCO-2223 is very flat and covers a large temperature
range.
Eq 3.1 is implemented in the numerical simulation code to characterize the
critical properties of both test coils. In case of the 3-layer test coil where the
substantial spatial variations on critical current are observed, the critical current
model in Eq 3.1 is modified by normalized multiplication factors assigned to each
section of the coil. Figure 3.15 shows the multiplication factors for each section of
the coil; the factors are normalized against the critical current of the Section 3 at
20 K in zero background field. In case of the 8-layer test coil, on the other hand,
the difference among the three sections of the coil is quite minimal, thus the
expression in Eq 3.1 is directly implemented in the simulation code without any
modification.
3.3 Normal Zone Propagation Measurements
Immediately following the Ic measurements for different combinations of
temperature and background field, the normal zone propagation measurements
were performed. The experimental procedure to induce and monitor a quench
propagation is nearly identical with that of the Ic measurements. The procedure
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Figure 3.15 The critical surface of the BSCCO-2223 created using the general correlation in Eq
(3.1). The multiplication factors (normalized against the maximum critical current in section 3)
for each section in the 3-layer coil are also shown. In the simulation code, the factors are
multiplied to Eq (3.1) to define the critical surface in each section.
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is as follows: Once the Ic data are obtained at a specific combination of
temperature and magnetic field, the current is slowly charged into the coil until
it nearly reaches the critical level corresponds to this combination. At this point
the voltages in each coil section are checked to make certain that the coil is
superconducting everywhere. The quench heater is then triggered. The heater
pulse is on the order of 10-20 W and lasts anywhere from 200 to 500 ms. Thus a
net energy of 2 - 10 J is added at the heater location of the outermost layer of the
test coil. The coil frequently experiences a quench recovery despite the large
heating applied to the coil. Figure 3.16 shows the voltage traces obtained from the
3-layer coil undergoing a quench in three different combinations of current,
temperature, and background field: (a) 90 A, 29 K, 4 T; (b) 155 A, 24 K, 1 T; and (c)
60 A, 50 K, 1 T. Figure 3.17 shows the voltage traces of the 8-layer coil for two
combinations of current, temperature, and background field: (a) 85 A, 35 K, 3 T;
and (b) 120 A, 25 K, 2 T. The top traces corresponds to a quench event and the
bottom traces corresponds to a recovery event. One observations is that the
progress of the propagation tends to be faster at higher transport current. This
trend is quite clear in Figure 3.16, where the voltage traces for the transport
currents of 155 A, 90A, and 60 A are compared.
It is, however, very difficult to locate where the superconducting-to-normal
boundary is moving about in the coil by observing the voltage traces. The coil is
experiencing the current sharing throughout much of the voltage traces
presented in the figures, making it difficult to determine what portion of the
section has gone into the normal state. In other words, the voltage traces alone
cannot describe the progress of the quench in full detail. Thus as an attempt to
gain better insight to the NZP mechanism, we have measured the temperature
response of the 8-layer coil undergoing a normal zone propagation in our
experiments. Figure 3.18 shows the temperature response of the coil at the six
locations. The locations of the thermocouples are noted in Figure 3.3. These
voltage and temperature responses will be compared with the results of the
simulation code.
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Figure 3.16 Examples of voltage traces recorded during quench propagation in the 3-layer coil at
(a) 90 A, 29K, 4T; (b) 155 A, 24 K, 1 T; (c) 60 A, 50K, 1 T. Note that quench travels faster when the
transport current is higher.
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Figure 3.17 Examples of voltage traces recorded during quench and recovery of the 8-layer coil for
two combinations of current, temperature, and background fields: (a) 85 A, 35 K, 3 T; (b) 120 A,
25K, 2 T. The triangular peak represents quench heater pulse, the upper horizontal lines
represent the current [A] ,and the lower horizontal lines represents the coil temperature [K].
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Chapter 4
Numerical modeling of normal zone propagation
As discussed in Chapter 2, analytical solutions to describe the behavior of normal
zone propagation are difficult to obtain. Some attempts at obtaining the analytical
solutions are previously made by other researchers [4,16-19,21,35,36]. In most
cases, however, the analyses are restricted to propagation in one spatial
dimension along the conductor. The typical approach involves transforming the
one-dimensional heat diffusion equation into an ordinary differential equation by
means of a coordinate transformations. As shown in Chapter 2, this involves
substituting the position coordinate, x, with z - Ut, where U is the propagation
speed of superconducting-to-normal boundary. Such transformation is suitable
only for the one-dimensional case because in a two or three spatial dimension
case, the propagation speed in each spatial direction is not clearly defined. This
problem becomes even more obscure with high-Tc superconductors, where the
superconducting-to-normal boundary is rather vaguely defined due to the current
sharing regime that spans a large temperature range. Thus we have decided to
pursue the problem through a numerical approach.
Instead of the analytical approach, the solution to the transient heat diffusion for
a high-Tc superconductor can be directly obtained through a finite difference
method. It has been employed by Kadambi and Dorri [37] and Eckert et al [12,15]
to solve the low-Tc quench propagation behavior in their attempts. They realized
that the spatially-averaged properties and simple two-dimensional calculations
were not sufficiently accurate to predict the progress of the quench propagation: a
numerical approach became inevitable. Recently, the finite difference has been
also applied to characterize the one dimensional quench phenomenon in high-Tc
tapes [8,9,13,14]. Using the finite difference technique, Bellis and Iwasa [13]
developed a comprehensive numerical code to predict the voltage and temperature
distribution of silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223 tapes. They emphasized that the
numerical approach would be much better suited for the high-Tc case: it gives a
complete picture of the quench behavior by providing not only the propagation
speed but also temperature and voltage distributions.
4.1 Finite Difference
Currently there are many types of finite difference method available, but the
fundamental concept underlying the methods is identical. Therefore solutions
with a reasonable accuracy can be obtained regardless of which type is employed.
We have incorporated the method known as the Gauss-Seidel iteration to
construct a numerical model in this project. In the following sections, the basic
idea behind the methodology and its implementation technique is briefly
described.
4.1.1 Gauss-Seidel iteration
The finite difference technique is classified into two major types: (1) implicit
method (backward-difference); and (2) explicit method (forward-difference). The
principal difference between the two techniques is the way future values of the
"control variable" are computed. In the implicit method, future values of the
control variable, temperature in our case, are calculated using both the present
and the future values. This requires solving the entire set of equations
simultaneously, making the computation complex because solving them involves
calculation of inverse matrices .
On the other hand, the explicit methods such as the Gauss-seidel iteration are
based on the premise that future values of the control variable are calculated
using only the present values. This gives two advantages: (1) simpler modeling
procedure; and (2) far less number of computations required per each iteration.
A special attention, however, must be given when an explicit methods is used.
Both mesh size and time increment determine the stability of the code, and
therefore each must be sufficiently fine. The size criteria for each parameter are
discussed in section 4.1.4.
4.1.2 Finite Difference Modeling of a high-Tc coil
Since each test coil is an annulus, the modeling is based on the two-dimensional
cylindrical coordinates. Figure 4.1 illustrates a two-dimensional body,
(m-l,n)
(m+1,n)
Figure 4.1 Schematic representing a 2-dimensional quadrant of an annulus consisting of three
layers, divided into finite elements. Each solid circle represents a temperature node. The
temperature at the node (m,n) is computed by combining the heat flow from the nearest
neighboring four nodes.
Figure 4.2 Gauss-Seidel representation of the finite difference model in two spatial dimensions.
Node (m,n) is connected to the four neighboring nodes through the thermally resistive elements,
Rj. V denotes the volume of node (m,n), which is equal to r do x dr x dz.
quadrant of an annulus consisting of three layers of a high-Tc tape and the
electrical insulation, divided into seven "nodes" in both the radial and azimuthal
directions. The coordinates, m and n, represent the discrete azimuthal and
radial positions, respectively. r is the radial distance of the node from the center,
and A0 is the angle between two successive nodes in the azimuthal direction. The
heat diffusion equation operating on node (m,n) is written as:
C dT = k dr -t 2 + g(r,,t) (4.1)
dt r dr dr r do
where T is the temperature, C is the volumetric specific heat, and g is the Joule
heat generation. For now, the material properties are assumed to be both
temperature and magnetic field independent. In order to transform this
differential equation into a numerically usable form, we must approximate the
derivatives using the Taylor series expansion. The second-order partial
derivatives and the time partial can then be expressed in the first order Taylor
series:
1 d 2 T 1r~ (T' -2Tin + Trm
r2 2o 2 M\ m1,n m2T + m-,n (4.2)
1 d dT 1dr )() r (Ti -2T ' + T
r drI r (r) 2  m,ny+l m,n mn, -1 (4.3)
dT Ti+l 
zi
T ,n T - ,nT
t At (4.4)
At denotes a time increment, and the superscripts i and i+1 denote the times at t
and t+At, respectively. Inserting these back into Eq. 4.1, the following finite
difference equation is obtained:
i+1 i
C - k 1 (T' 2T' +T ) (T - 2' + T' + (4.5)S m 2 m+ 1,T i m, -,n+1 mn m,n-1 + gm,n(
Now that we have a complete numerical relationship, the next step is to mold this
equation into a meaningful form that can be visualized easily. One technique is to
represent each connection adjoining the nodes as a 'resistive' element using the
electrical circuit analogy. This modeling is called Gauss-Seidel method [38], and
the schematic of the model is shown in Fig 4.2. Each resistive element, Rj, shown
in Fig. 4.2 can be represented by the following expressions:
Ar
m+ k r(r+ Ar/ 2)AAz (4.6)
Ar
m- (4.7)
kr(r- Ar / 2)AoAz
R + = k ArAz (4.8)
rmA@
R-- k ¢ ArAZ (4.9)
where kr and ko denote the thermal conductivities in the radial and azimuthal
directions. Using the above expressions for the thermal resistance elements, we
transform Eq. (4.5) into a simple power balance equation:
Ti + l - T' T.- T ni m,n m,n mn
m,n At mn (4.10)
J j
where the subscript j represents the set of neighboring nodes around (m,n).
Solving for the temperature at node (m,n) at time t+At, we have a general
expression that computes future temperature values, T ,:
t T'- T'
T i+1 gj m.n + Ti (4.11)m,n C mn R. m,n
m,n J 
Eq. 4.11 is the basis for the entire finite difference procedure. As discussed
earlier, this general equation directly relates the present value of the
temperature, Tm,n(i) , to the future value Tm,n(i+l) at each given node.
4.1.3 Thermal conductivity at the interface between two different materials
There are two thermal interfaces that must be considered for innermost layer in
the model. One interface involves BSCCO 2223 tape and Kapton insulation and the
other involves Kapton insulation and the stainless steel bore tube. For each
interface an effective thermal conductivity is carried out in the following fashion
as illustrated in Figure 4.3: two solid blocks with different thermal conductivities,
k a and kb, are involved.
Ta Tm Tb
la lb
Figure 4.3 Thermal interface of two different materials
The temperature at one end of block a of length la is denoted as Ta; the
temperature at one end of block b of length lb is denoted as Tb,; and the
temperature of the interface of the two blocks is denoted Tm. If the total heat flow
through the two blocks is assumed constant, the following expression may be used
for the averaged thermal conductivity, kavg,for heat flow through the two blocks:
kakb(l + 1b)
avg (kalb + kb) (4.12)
In addition to the averaged thermal conductivity given by Eq. 4.12, the contact
resistance at the interface must be considered to accurately predict the heat flow.
4.1.4 Convergence and stability
Because of its inherent simplicity, Eq. 4.11 can be conveniently implemented in
any computer language. However, the criteria on convergence and stability must
be addressed, because the convergence of an explicit solution is not always
guaranteed. The time increment, At, and mesh size must be selected to
guarantee convergence. The following condition is the maximum At that
guarantees convergence [38]:
Ci
At <_ m,n
(1 / R i  ) (4.13)
If At is to be varied during the course of computation, as is in our case, this
criterion must be checked at all times for each node. This procedure allows the
maximum At to be updated after each iteration. Updating At actually boosts the
efficiency of the code, because the maximum allowable value of At increases with
the quench propagation progression. At increases because the temperature rise
at each node causes the specific heat, C, to increase. Subsequently, thermal
resistance, R, also increases along with C, resulting in At that can increase with
time.
The mesh size must also be sufficiently small. In the beginning stage of the
simulation process, a fairly large mesh size should be selected to check
convergence. Once it is clear that the model will converge, the mesh size can be
reduced until numerical results agree well with experimental results.
Generally, the lower the thermal conductivity, the smaller the required mesh
size. This general rule is consistent because a large temperature gradient is
expected within a material with a low thermal conductivity. With a mesh size
sufficiently small, it is possible to deal with a wide temperature variation. In this
present project, we are primarily dealing with two materials: (1) silver-sheathed
BSCCO-2223 tape and (2) Kapton sheet. Since the thermal conductivity of Kapton
is about 4 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the conductor that is
essentially of silver, the Kapton mesh size used in computation is 1/4 to 1/6 of the
conductor mesh size.
4.1.5 Mesh Generation
A mesh represents a test coil in terms of physical nodes, each as a finite element
with a specified volume and material properties. The generation of the mesh is
carried out in the C computer language. The details of the pointer construction
can be seen in the Appendix, where the list of the code is presented. Each node in
the mesh has the following nine definitions embedded in it:
* type of material: silver (for BSCCO-2223 tape), Kapton, or stainless steel;
* present and future temperatures T [K] for silver, Kapton, or stainless steel;
* thermal conductivity k [W/cmK] for silver, Kapton, or stainless steel;
* electrical resistivity p [gQcm] for silver;
* volumetric specific heat C [J/cm3K] for silver, Kapton, or stainless steel;
* critical current and transport current Ic [A] for BSCCO-2223 composite tape;
* magnetic field B [T] for BSCCO-2223 composite tape;
* position in cylindrical coordinate (r, 0) for silver, Kapton, or stainless steel;
* connectivity to the neighboring nodes or boundary condition which is either the
constant temperature stainless steel coil form or the adiabatic stainless steel coil
form.
Each material property is functions of temperature and magnetic field, which in
turn make it functions of position and time. The nonlinear nature of the material
property must be included for numerical simulation. Fig. 4.4 shows the mesh
model implemented in the code. Typical mesh sizes for the silver-BSCCO tape are
0.5-mm (azimuthal) and 0.24-mm (radial). For Kapton, they are 0.5-mm
(azimuthal) and 0.043-mm (radial). Note the BSCCO, Kapton, and stainless steel
all have a mesh size of 3.5 mm in the axial direction, implying that our modeling
of thermal diffusion is two dimensional. As mentioned previously, the BSCCO-
2223 tape with high thermal conductivity is modeled as having only one node in
the radial direction, while Kapton and stainless steel, because of their low
thermal conductivities, are modeled with four nodes in the radial direction. To
simulate the 3-layer test coil, a total of 1500-2600 nodes were generated. The code
execution time for a 7-second (real time) duration simulation with 2600 nodes is
typically about 40 minutes on a Vax workstation.
Silver-BSCCO
Kapton layer
Silver-BSCCO
Stainless Tube
Figure 4.4 Expanded (not in scale) view of the mesh. Actual number of nodes in each material
used in computation differs from that shown here.
HTS tape (3 layers)
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Figure 4.5 Boundary conditions for the 3-layer test coil. Adiabatic boundary is imposed on the
outermost layer of the test coil. Constant temperature boundaries are imposed on the current lead
and the stainless steel coil form.
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4.1.6 Boundary conditions
Essentially each test coil in the experiment is thermally isolated because it is
housed in a high vacuum enclosure. Radiation heat transfer between the coil and
the sample holder walls is expected to be in the milliwatt range and can thus be
neglected. Therefore, the test coil was initially modeled as an adiabatic body in
the simulation code. However, this gave rise to temperature results significantly
higher than experimental results. To make the simulation agree well with the
experimental results, we attempted other boundary conditions. Figure 4.5 shows
the boundary conditions used in the final version of simulation, which gave
results that closely matched experimental results. Each end of the test coil
terminals is connected to the copper current lead, which is maintained at a
constant temperature making the lead act as a heat sink. The stainless steel tube
is also assumed to be a thermal sink that remains at a constant temperature.
4.1.7 Finite difference algorithm
The following describes the flow chart of the algorithm implemented in the code:
(1) Parameters for the initial and boundary conditions, i.e. the coil temperature,
transport current, and background field, are defined. The mesh size and time
increment are also defined; a discretized mesh is generated accordingly. As the
mesh is being generated, the initial temperature and the temperature- and field-
dependent properties are defined for each node. The nodes in the mesh are then
"connected" with the neighboring nodes via the pointers to facilitate the finite
difference computation.
(2) Using the finite difference equation in Eq. 4.11, the temperature at each node is
calculated as the time is incremented by At. The computation continues until the
entire temperature distribution at t+At is completely captured. According to the
new temperature and field distribution, the corresponding material properties
are reevaluated and incorporated in Eq. 4.11. During the iteration, the code
checks for the following two special circumstances:
Condition 1: T > Tc. : If the node temperature exceeds the critical temperature of
the superconductor, the code includes the Joule heating (generation) term.
Condition 2: T > Tmax.: If the node temperature exceeds the maximum allowable
temperature, e.g. 1000 K, the program terminates.
(3) The time increment, At, is updated based on the criterion in Eq. 4.12. The
voltage and temperature distributions at time t are recorded on a disk file. The
time step is increased by At, and subsequent iteration is performed. The steps (2)
and (3) are repeated until the desired solution is obtained.
4.2 Thermophysical and Field-dependent Material Properties
Besides the mesh size and the time increment, another crucial factor in the
numerical simulation is the accurate modeling of the thermophysical properties
of each component in the system. The properties include electrical resistivity,
thermal conductivities, and specific heats. The following sections summarize the
data and mathematical correlations of the properties of silver, BSCCO-2223,
Kapton, and stainless steel. All properties, except the specific heats which are
assumed to be a function of temperature only, are assumed to be functions of both
temperature and magnetic field.
4.2.1 Properties of silver
Electrical resistivity
Figure 4.6 shows the electrical resistivity of silver (RRR=700) as a function of
temperature in the temperature range from 1 to 1000 K [39]. As can be seen in the
figure, the resistivity varies quite a bit in the 10-100 K region. Since both test coils
in this experiment are exposed to the temperature range of 20-70 K, the resistivity
must be modeled accurately in the temperature range. Eq. 4.14 gives a piece-wise
approximation for the zero-field resistivity function, PAg,o,(T), used in the code.
Coefficients m0-m3 are constants whose values are given in Table 4.1. Eq 4.14 can
approximate the real function with less than -1% residual error.
PAg,o(Z)= mo+m T+ 2 T2 + m 3T3 [3Q2 cm] (4.14)
Table 4.1 Correlation coefficients (Eq. 4.14) for electrical resistivity of silver .
Temperature range mO ml m2 m3
[K] [e2a cm] [ /K [ cm cm/K 2] [1aQ2 cm/K3]
4 -70 0.069136 -0.0006714 0.00019844 -9.728 10-7
70 -300 -0.34145 0.0094905 -1.9905-10-5 3.2803-10-8
300 -1000 3.1 0.005 0 0
Magnetoresistive effect
When silver is exposed to an external magnetic field, the electrical resistivity
increases. This increase is known as the magnetoresistive effect, and it must be
modeled into our code for the case the test coil is exposed to a background
magnetic field. In common practice, the electrical resistivity and the magnetic
field are related by the Kohler's rule:
P Ag(BT)- p Ag,o(T) B
PAg, o () P Ag, (4.15)
where B denotes the magnetic field in tesla and the subscript "o" denotes zero
magnetic field. Figure 4.7 shows a Kohler plot for silver [39]. The Kohler plot is
also modeled by a piece-wise equation and incorporated into the simulation code.
Since the plot is almost linear in the log scale, the power law is used here. The
relationship is based on the following form:
m
y=-m0 x (4.16)
where x and y are the axes of the Kohler plot. The coefficients of the correlation
is summarized in Table 4.2. Note that because y is dimensionless x has the unit
of tesla and ml is not a rational number. mo as given in Table 4.2 is valid only
when x is given in tesla.
Table 4.2 Coefficients of the Kohler plot for silver (Eq. 4.16)
x range [T] mo mi
4-200 0.00014736 1.5838
200-30,000 0.117 0.76403
10
1
100 1000
Temperature [K]
Figure 4.6 Electrical resistivity of silver (RRR=700) as a function of temperature in zero
background field. Notice that the resistivity is extremely sensitive to change in temperature in
10-100 K[39].
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Figure 4.7 Kohler plot for pure silver (RRR=700) [391.
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Thermal conductivity of silver
Figure 4.8 shows zero-field thermal conductivity vs. temperature plots of pure
silver (99.99%), stainless steel, and Kapton. The data points for silver were taken
from the paper by Iwasa et al. [39]. A correlation for the silver thermal
conductivity, kAg(T), in zero field is approximated by:
4 .0 - _T_ _
kAg(T)=4.0 + 3.2T2e 4.5) [W/cmK] (4.17)
where T is in kelvin. Eq. 4.17 is valid in the temperature range from 10 to 300 K;
above 300 K, it is assumed to be constant, at -4.0 W/cmK. The silver thermal
conductivity is also heavily dependent on magnetic field. For pure silver, we
assume that the Wiedemann-Franz law holds even in the presence of background
magnetic field. The Wiedemann-Franz law is written as:
kAg(B,T)pA (B, T)= AT (4.18)
where A is the Lorentz number (2.45 x 10-8 WQ/K2). The law states that the
product of the thermal conductivity and the electrical resistivity increases with
temperature. Thus, the thermal conductivity of silver exposed to an external
magnetic field may be written as:
PA (0,T)k Ag(B, T) = (1+ 0.05B) P k Ag(0,T) (4.19)
PAg(B,T)
The factor of (1+0.05B), where B is in tesla, is incorporated here, because the
Lorentz number is slightly dependent on magnetic field as well; the Lorentz
number increases by roughly 0.05 per tesla [40]. Eq. 4.12 is commonly used to
describe the magnetoresistive effect in copper, and it can be also applied to silver
with reasonable accuracy.
Volumetric specific heat of silver
Fig. 4.9 shows the volumetric specific heat vs. temperature plots of pure silver
(99.99%), stainless, and Kapton. Various sources of the data were available to
complete the curve shown. The most comprehensive data were collected from
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Figure 4.8 Thermal conductivity of the silver, kapton, and stainless steel at zero background
field. The thermal conductivity for silver is a strong function of RRR , especially below 100 K.
RRR=700 is shown in this graph. The thermal conductivity for kapton is assumed to be nearly
equal to that of epoxy. [39,41]
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Figure 4.9 Volumetric specific heat of silver, kapton, and stainless steel. Notice that the specific
heat for these three materials are comparable to each other throughout most of the temperature
range from 10K to the room temperature [2,41,42].
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Thermophysical Properties of Matter [42]. The data were then compared with
those reported by Scott [41]. All are in fairly good agreement. An alternative way
to express the specific heat of silver is to use the Dulong-Petit law [4] since silver is
a pure metal. The law is expressed as follows:
CAg(T )  (C (T)-- 1 /n (4.20)
where n = 0.85, C, (T) = 0.8814T3 [J/cm3 K] and C, 2 = 2.426 [J/cm3 K]. This
relationship closely approximates the specific heat data. The specific heat of
silver is assumed to be independent of external magnetic field, and thus is a
function of temperature only.
4.2.2 Properties ofBSCCO-2223
The properties of BSCCO-2223 are found in only a few references at the time of this
work. The most of the data implemented in the simulation code are based on
information from Matsukawa et al [43] and Mori et al [44] on specific heat and
thermal conductivity. Figure 4.10 shows the thermal conductivities of undoped
and Ag-doped BSCCO-2212 in the temperature range from 4 to 200 K. From the
graph, it is quite clear that the thermal conductivity of the BSCCO, regardless of
the doping, is about two orders of magnitude lower compared with that of pure
silver. Since the BSCCO-2223 tapes consist of -70% silver and -30% BSCCO by
volume, we can be safely neglect the thermal conductivity of BSCCO.
As for the specific heat of the BSCCO, the data reported by Mori et al [44] are
limited to the temperature range from 1 to 10 K, insufficient to describe the
specific heat in 20-70 K range. Thus the author made an approximation using
the specific heat reported by Iwasa [2]. The specific heat of the BSCCO at 120 K is
192 [J/kgK]. Based on this, the volumetrically averaged specific heat for the silver-
BSCCO composite is estimated to be -0. 85CAg.
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Figure 4.10 Thermal conductivity of Ag-doped BSCCO-2212 as a function of temperature [43].
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4.2.3 Properties of stainless steel and Kapton
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 also show the thermal conductivities and the volumetric
specific heat of Kapton and stainless steel in 20-300 K range. The curves are
approximated by third order polynomials similar to Eq. 4.14. Table 4.3
summarizes the coefficients of the polynomials implemented in the simulation
code. The residual error for these polynomial approximations are less than -1%.
For each temperature range indicated in the table, these properties are assumed
to be independent from magnetoresistive effects; above 300 K, these coefficients are
assumed to be constant. Since a direct reference on the properties of Kapton was
not available, the properties are assumed to be similar to those of other organic
materials, such as epoxy.
4.3 Accuracy of the material properties
It must be noted, however, that the accuracy of these properties is limited.
Especially the thermal conductivity of silver is a strong function of RRR at low
temperatures; below 100 K, the conductivity tends to increase dramatically for
high-purity silver and decrease for low-purity silver. The RRR thus has to be
known to some extent. In addition, the properties of silver reported in Fig. 4.4 and
4.5 may differ slightly in the actual BSCCO-2223 tapes because of the lengthy heat
treatment given to the superconductor in the presence of oxygen. The silver
exposed to oxygen for a prolonged period at high temperature tends to form Ag-O
compound, which exhibits inferior properties compared to those of pure silver
[45].
Table 4.3 The correlation coefficients for thermal conductivity [W/cmK] and volumetric specific
heat [JIcm3K] of stainless steel and kapton insulation. The specific heat of kapton is assumed to be
identical with that of epoxy [41,42]
property temp range mo ml m2 M3
[KN [W/cmK] [W/cmK 2 ] [W/cmK 3 ]  [W/cmK4]
k ss 20-300 -0.001877 0.001260 -3.3219 e-6 2.7041 e-9
kkapton 20~200 0.0015335 0.0000227 0 0
C sS 20-300 -0.014096 0.005665 2.4600 e-5 0
C kapton 20-300 -0.016000 0.002074 1.7738 e-4 0
Chapter 5
Discussion on results and their applications
A computer code has been written based on the numerical model described in
Chapter 4. Such code can be used as an experiment-free tool for designing the
protection strategies for high-Tc superconducting coils. As will be seen, the
simulation code is capable of accurately predicting experimental voltage and
temperature traces recorded from the two test coils, one a 3-layer test coil and the
other an 8-layer test coil. The coil parameters (temperature, background field,
current, and boundary conditions) are carefully defined in the code so that they
correspond to the experimental conditions. However, as with simulation of any
kind, simplified assumptions have been introduced to eliminate a few detailed
parameters; those may have been responsible for discrepancies observed between
experiment and simulation results.
5.1 Normal zone propagation in the 3-layer coil
Figure 5.1 shows the experimental (solid lines) and the simulated (dashed lines)
voltage traces of the 3-layer test coil undergoing a normal zone propagation. The
coil is initially at 29 K with a transport current of 91 A in a background field of 4 T.
(The triangular pulse appearing in the time range from -0.1 s to -0.3 s is the
heater voltage.) As can be seen in the graph, the simulated voltage traces are in
good agreement with the experimental traces. The agreement indicates that the
code, despite some assumptions invoked in the modeling, can accurately describe
the real situation.
The quench heater applied -9 W of power for -200 ms. As expected the sections
nearest to the heater, Sections 0 and 1, are driven normal immediately after the
heater pulse. Then follow Sections 4 and 5, which are located in the second layer
adjacent to the layer of Sections 0 and 1. Section 2 longitudinally adjacent to
Section 1 is the next to quench. Sections 3 and 6 are the last to quench.
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Figure 5.1 Voltage traces of the 3-layer test coil undergoing a quench. The coil is initially at 29 K
with a transport current of 91A in a background field of 4 T. The solid lines are the experimental
voltage traces and the dotted lines are the simulated traces. The voltage traces are numbered from
0 to 6, which correspond to the sections in the coil shown at the bottom. The heat pulse applied to the
quench heater is represented by the "triangular" pulse starting at t= 0. 1 s and ending at t= 0.3 s.
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Observing these voltage signals, we infer that normal zone propagation is faster
in the transverse (radial) direction than that in the longitudinal direction, as is
generally the case in LTS magnets. This is clear from the voltage signals of
Sections 4 and 5 that appear ahead of Section 2 voltage signal. If the longitudinal
propagation velocity were dominant, Section 2 voltage would have risen ahead of
Sections 4 and 5 voltages; the experimental results show otherwise. Another
inference we can make from the voltage signals is that the temperature gradient
between the sections nearest to the quench heater and those farthest from the
heater must be large. This is shown by the relatively larger voltages in Sections 0
and 1 compared with those of Sections 3 and 6. Although out of scale in the figure,
the voltages of Sections 0 and 1 increased to 1-2 mV roughly a second after the
quench heater was triggered. The magnitude of these voltages indicates that
Sections 0 and 1 may have been heated to at least 40 K, while the surrounding
sections remained at the initial temperature 29 K. Thus a large rate of
temperature change of -10 K/s is experienced within the coil in the first few
seconds of the propagation. This rapid rise in temperature is accelerated as the
quench evolves in time. As the temperature in the normal zone rises, the
electrical resistivity of the silver increases accordingly; the result is an even
greater Joule heating. At the same time, the heat capacity of the normal zone
increases, retarding the further growth of excessive Joule dissipation confined to
a small volume. The hottest spot in the normal zone would, if the transport
current remained constant, rapidly reach temperature well above room
temperature.
Figures 5.2-5.4 show simulated results of the temperature, resistance, and Joule
heat generation distributions in the coil, each distribution at three instances of
time: (a) at the time (t=0) of a heater pulse application; (b) at t=0.510 s; and (c) at
t=1.60 s of the propagation process. As discussed above, the temperature
difference between the 1st and the 3rd layer of the coil is on the order of 10 K after
about one second of heating. Figure 5.3 shows that electrical resistance
distributions, indicating that current sharing is concentrated in the 1st layer at
first. Afterwards, the resistive region grows as the normal zone propagates
radially. Abrupt step in the resistance distributions are artifacts caused by the
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Figure 5.2 Temperature distributions at three instances of time for the 3-layer test coil
undergoing a normal zone propagation corresponding to the voltage traces shown in Figure 5.1.
Notice the sharp increase in the heater temperature as the quench is initiated at t=O s.
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Figure 5.3 Resistance distributions at three instances of time for the 3-layer test coil undergoing a
normal zone propagation. (These distributions correspond to the voltage traces shown in Figure
5.1)
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Figure 5.4 Joule heat generation distributions at three instances of time for the 3-layer test coil
undergoing a normal zone propagation. (These distributions correspond to the voltage traces
shown in Figure 5.1)
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step-wise spatial critical currents of the coil sections modeled in the simulation
code; the critical current in each section has a discretely different maximum
value, as described in Figure 3.15. Figure 5.4 shows Joule power generation
distribution. This figure also indicates that Joule heating begins at the heater
location, propagating gradually over the rest of the coil.
5.2 Recovery in the 3-layer coil
High-Tc superconducting coils often experience recovery when a thermal
excitation applied to the coils is insufficient to sustain the quench growth. As
discussed in Chapter 2, this recovery is due to the elevated operating temperature
and the current sharing regime that spans a wide temperature range. In the
beginning phase of the experimental work, we had many difficulties to induce a
quench in the coil with a heater pulse. The early version of the heater was
capable of generating a maximum of -5 W for nearly one second. However, even
an energy deposition of -500 J was still too small to induce a quench. In addition,
the poor thermal contact between the heater and the coil surface tended to heat the
heater rather than to deposit a heating pulse to the coil. The heater had to be
redesigned several times.
Figure 5.5 shows experimental and simulation voltage traces for a recovery case.
The experimental conditions were as follows: initial temperature, 30 K; transport
current, 89 A; and background field, 2 T. Agreement between experiment and
simulation is generally good; the simulation, however, predicts recovery taking
place at a much faster rate than that recorded in the experiment. Discrepancy
may have arisen in the modeling of the cooling on the test coil.
Figures 5.6-5.8 show simulated results of the temperature, resistance, and Joule
heat generation distributions during the recovery. Even in the recovery process,
we can clearly observe, in distribution (a), a large temperature gradient along
radial as well as azimuthal directions. At t-2 s in distribution (b), temperature
begins to decline, showing that recovery has started. At t-8 s in distribution (c),
recovery is complete and the temperature everywhere is back to the initial value.
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Figure 5.5 Voltage traces of the 3-layer test coil undergoing a recovery. The coil is initially at 29
K with a transport current of 89 A in a background field of 2 T. The solid lines represent the
experimental voltage traces and the dotted lines represent the simulated traces. Each section
voltage is defined in terms of eight voltage taps.
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Figure 5.6 Temperature distributions at three instances of time for the event of Figure 5.5
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5.3 Quench and recovery in the 8-layer coil
To confirm further that the numerical model developed for our simulation code is
indeed valid, another set of quench experiments was carried out with an 8-layer
test coil. Because the 3-layer test coil experiment has shown that the quench
process in outermost two layers is heavily affected by the heater power especially
during the first 1-2 second period, the 3-layer test coil may not have represented
typical quench processes that might be operating in larger coil with many layers.
Figure 5.9 shows the experimental (solid) and the simulated (dashed) voltage
traces for the 8-layer coil for a recovery event. The coil was initially at 25 K
carrying a transport current of 120 A in a background field of 2 T. Figure 5.10
shows the experimental (solid) and the simulated (dashed) voltage traces for the 8-
layer coil for a quench event. The coil was initially at 35 K carrying a transport
current of 85 A in a background field of 3 T. The simulation was performed with
the same physical parameters implemented in the previous code for the 3-layer
coil; only the number of layers was increased from three to eight. As can be seen
from the figures, the code predicts voltage signals for both recovery and quench
events that agree quite well with measured voltage signals. Figure 5.11 shows
temperature, resistance, and Joule heat generation distributions of simulation
computed for a quench event of Figure 5.10.
Another set of traces that validates the numerical model is temperature shown in
Figure 5.12. Temperature signals of the thermocouples at six locations within the
coil (see Fig. 9 for the locations) are temperature traces (dashed curves)
calculated by the simulation code. These traces correspond to an initial
temperature of 30 K, a transport current of 120 A, and a background field of 1 T.
5.4 Heater modeling in the simulation code
The heater modeled in the simulation is slightly different from that used in the
experiment. The model neglected the possible presence of "heat sinks," to which
some of the heater energy can be absorbed. Initially the heat loss transferred
other than to the high-Tc tape was thought to be rather minimal, but when the
simulation code was executed, we realized that the heat loss could not be
neglected. For example, the simulation results for the 3-layer coil shows that it
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Figure 5.9 Voltage traces in three sections of the 8-layer test coil for a recovery event. The coil was
at an initial temperature of 25 K, carrying a transport current of 120 A in a background field of 2 T.
Solid lines are experimental and dotted lines are simulation. Each section is defined by voltage
taps shown in the winding diagram.
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Figure 5.10 Voltage traces in three sections of the 8-layer test coil during a quench event. The coil
was at an initial temperature of 35 K, carrying a transport current of 85 A in a background field of
3 T. Solid lines are experimental and dotted lines are simulation.
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undergoing a quench at 4.270 s after a heater pulse is introduced.
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Figure 5.12 Temperature traces of the 8-layer test coil undergoing a quench. The coil is at an
initial temperature of 29 K carrying 110 A in a background field of 1 T. Refer to Figure 5.9 for the
locations of the sensors. The solid lines are experimental, and the dashed lines are simulation.
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takes the minimum of only -0.6 J to initiate a quench, while in the experiment -2
J was required. This discrepancy indicates that most of the energy deposited in
the heater is diverted from the heater to materials other than the superconducting
tape. One possible heat sink is the electrical wires connected to the heater.
Figure 5.13 depicts the heat balance acting on the stainless steel heater:
Insulation
Figure 5.13 Heat balance on the quench heater
The heat balance in Fig. 5.13 can be written as:
AT ATwire ATins
P t 1 + wire kinsA ins (5.1)
wire ins
where lwire is the length of each electrical wire, ATwire is temperature difference
between the heater and the initial temperature and ATins is the temperature
difference between insulation and the initial temperature. Each electrical wire,
about 1 m long is of AWG-26 copper wire, which has an averaged thermal
conductivity of -500 W/mK in the 20-100K range. This gives a thermal resistance
through the wires of -30 K/W. The thermal resistance through the heater
thickness itself is -6 K/W, as estimated in section 3.1.6. Thus assuming the
temperature gradient (AT/Ax) is similar in the two directions (from the heater to
I
electrical wires and to the high-Tc superconductor), heat is roughly five times
more likely to flow through the electrical wires rather than to the superconductor
through the insulation. Thus in order to improve the simulation results, the effect
of the electrical wires should be included in the code.
Another factor that affected the simulation results may have been the shape of the
quench heat pulse used in the code. It is modeled as a square pulse, but the
actual shape recorded, as seen from Fig. 5.9 and 5.10, was not. A triangular
shape may have been a better model. The heater pulse shape can be very
important because heating duration required to induce a quench in HTS coils is
generally much longer than that required in LTS coils.
5.5 Application 1: Simulation of a 50-layer coil
The code developed for the 3- and 8-layer test coils can be applied to predict the
response of large high-Tc coils wound with BSCCO-2223 tapes. As a
demonstration of its application, the quench behavior of a 50-layer single pancake
coil was studied. A total of 7,500 mesh points were used to model the coil. The
physical parameters of this coil are summarized in Table 5.1.
For this particular simulation, the code has been modified so that it takes the
spatial variations of the self field. A linear approximation was used to model the
spatial variation of the axial field (Bz) along the radial direction of the coil; the
radial component of the field is ignored for simplicity. The spatial distribution of
Bz (in tesla) in a solenoidal coil can be written as:
B z (r) = b + a(r- ro) (5.2)
where a=0.23 T/cm, b=0.38 T, and ro=2.54 cm. The spatial variable, r, denotes the
radial distance from the center of the coil. Eq 5.2 is valid for: 2.54 cm < r < 4.65
cm. For the critical current corresponding to this field variation, the correlation
in Eq. 3.1 is used.
Two distinct analyses are performed for this 50-layer coil model. The first analysis
is on the effect of the magnitude and duration of a quench heater pulse. The
Table 5.1 Parameters of a 50-layer coil.
parameters value
i.d. 5.08 cm
o.d. 9.30 cm
height 0.35 cm
number of turns 50
inductance 0.227 mH
operating temperature 20 K
operating current 146 A
peak field on the inner wall 0.38 T
center field 0.14 T
transverse propagation velocity during the first few seconds of the quench has
been observed closely to determine whether the transient effect generated by the
heater has any significant effect on the overall quench propagation. The second
analysis is the transverse quench propagation speed at different levels of current,
temperature, and background magnetic field.
5.5.1 Transient effect of quench heater
To study the transient effect of the quench heater during the initial phase of the
quench propagation, the 50-layer coil is subjected to two heat pulses of different
magnitudes and durations with a constant total energy of 30 J: (1) 100W @ 300ms;
and (2) 200W @ 150 ms. The both simulations were under the identical
environment with a temperature of 35 K, a background field of 1 T at the center,
and a transport current of 130 A.
The transverse (turn-to-turn) propagation velocity in the radial direction for each
simulation is computed based on the 25-gV/cm criterion; in other words, the
conductor is deemed quenched when the electric field developed in the silver
matrix reaches 25-gV/cm. Figures 5.14-17 show temperature contour plots at
different instances in time. The normal zone front coincides the 21-K contour
line. The quenched region in the beginning phase is nearly semicircular,
indicating that propagation speeds in both the transverse and the azimuthal
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Figure 5.14 Temperature contour plots of the 50-layer coil 0.151 s after quench initiation. The
initial temperature of the coil is at 20 K. The boundary of the superconducting-to-current-sharing
region is defined by the contour lines labeled "21," indicating that the temperature on this contour
is at 21 K.
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Figure 5.15 Simulated temperature contour plot of the 50-layer coil at 1.052 s after quench
initiation.
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Figure 5.16 Simulated temperature contour plot of 50-layer coil at 1.954 s after quench initiation.
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Figure 5.17 Simulated temperature contour plot of 50-layer coil at 3.006 s after quench initiation.
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directions are nearly the same. As the time progresses, the propagation in the
azimuthal direction becomes rather diminished, and the transverse propagation
becomes dominant. The transverse propagation velocity reaches a steady state 3
seconds after the heater is triggered.
Figure 5.18 shows the transverse quench propagation velocity as a function of
time. The transverse propagation velocity is defined as the normal front distance
from the heater location divided by time using the 25-pV/cm criterion. As can be
seen in the figure, the velocity is less than -1 cm/s throughout the process and is
time dependent in the first few seconds, indicating that the heat pulse given off by
the quench heater is affecting the initial temperature gradient in the coil. The
transient effect of the heater in the both cases disappears in -3 seconds after the
initiation of the heater pulse, at which time the quench propagates autonomously,
and the normal zone grows at a nearly constant speed of -0.08 cm/s thereafter.
We may conclude that the NZP velocity in the transverse (radial) direction in
high-Tc coils reaches a constant value in the steady state conditions, for constant
value of transport current and ambient temperature.
Transverse velocity in high-Tc coils are extremely small compared with those that
in low-Tc counter parts. For instance, a typical value of velocity reported by Joshi
[20] for a NbTi conductor with 0.508 mm diameter carrying -150A at 1T and 4.2 K
is on the order of -10 cm/s. Although there are obvious differences in both
conductor parameters and operating conditions in the two cases, an extent of
difference in velocity is quite substantial.
5.5.2 Transverse propagation velocity at different conditions
The simulation code was used to compute transverse propagation velocities for
the 50-layer coil in various combinations of field, temperature and current. An
electric field of 25 gV/cm was used to define the normal state. The code locates the
position of the normal zone boundary along the transverse direction with this
electric field criterion. Table 5.2 summarizes the results. The temperature in
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Figure 5.18 Transverse normal zone propagation speed as a function of time. During first two
seconds, transverse propagation speed is heavily affected by residual heat from quench heater.
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Table 5.2 Transverse quench propagation speeds of the 50-layer coil in various conditions.
field [T] current [A] temperature [K] transverse speed transverse speed
(Eq. 2.4) (simulation)
[mm/s] [mm/s]
80 60.56 0.52083 0.72388
0 100 50.94 0.55126 0.78462
140 40.69 -- 0.91996
80 40.91 0.47731 0.69347
1 100 43.29 0.49874 0.74732
140 30.04 -- 0.91826
80 41.19 0.44763 0.67120
2 100 34.57 0.48182 0.73594
140 21.33 0.79949 0.96892
10 57.59 0.12110 --
3 30 50.97 0.32584 --
80 34.41 0.46490 0.76027
100 27.79 0.55748 0.66376
4 80 29.56 0.51590 0.69788
100 22.94 0.70490 0.82893
6 80 25.65 0.61509 0.75975
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each case is the critical temperature for that transport current and field. Each
quench event was triggered with a constant-power (50 W) heating pulse of 0.2 s
duration and of 10 J energy.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show normal zone front position vs. time plots for three
transport currents (50A, 100A, 140A), each at an initial temperature of 35 K and
in six different background fields (0,1,2,3,4, and 6 T). As can be seen in the plots
during the first -3 seconds, the position of the quench boundary moves
independent of transport current. As discussed in section 5.5.1, this indicates
that in the initial phase of quench propagation, the heater plays the dominant
role. Nearly in all cases, the quench boundary travelled about 4 mm in the first 3
seconds, indicating that the propagation in first -10 layers of the high-Tc tapes
was strongly affected by the transient effect of the heater. After 3 seconds,
however, there is a clear indication that the propagation for each transport
current reaches a steady state value. Magnified plots are shown on the right-
hand side of Fig. 5.19. The slope of each curve after t-3 s represents a steady-state
quench propagation speed. The slope in each plot is computed using the linear
regression technique.
Figure 5.21 (top and bottom) presents plots of the transverse propagation speeds
as functions of background field and transport current. As expected, the
propagation speed is nearly proportional to transport current. However, field has
a more complex effect on propagation speed; perhaps it may be simplest to
approximate speed to be independent of field.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the transverse quench propagation speed in high-Tc
coils can be estimated with Eq. 2.4 obtained by Cherry and Gittleman [25]. Figure
5.22 compares the transverse speeds obtained from Eq. 2.4 (solid line) and those
obtained by the simulation. Values based on Eq. 2.4 underestimates simulation
values by -30%; nevertheless, Figure 5.22 demonstrates a strong correlation
between the two results.
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Figure 5.19 Left: Normal zone front (in the transverse direction) vs. time plots in the 50-layer coil
for three transport currents: 80 A(open circles); 100 A (filled circles); and 140 A (squares). The
coil is initially at 35 K in zero background field. Right: A magnified version for t>3 s, after the
effect of heater pulse has disappeared. Note that the slope of each line gives a propagation speed.
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Figure 5.20 Normal zone front (in the transverse direction) vs. time plots in the 50-layer coil for
three transport currents: 80 A(open circles); 100 A (filled circles); and 140 A (squares). The coil
is subject to five different background fields: 1,2,3,4, and 6 T.
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Figure 5.21 Top: Steady-state transverse quench propagation velocity vs. background magneticfield plot for three transport currents: 80 A (filled circles); 100 A (squares); 140 A (triangles).
Bottom: Steady-state transverse quench propagation velocity vs. transport current plot for different
combinations of temperatures and background fields (refer to Table 5.2).
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Figure 5.22 Plot of steady-state transverse quench propagation velocity vs. 1-d solution by Cherry
and Gittleman [25].
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5.6 Application 2a: Inductively coupled high-Tc coils
In large-scale applications, high-Tc magnets are expected to be constructed with
many stacks of double-pancake coils connected in series. Examples of such a
magnet configuration can be found in the previous research efforts [6,7,46,47].
Thus it is of interest to predict the quench phenomenon of such a pancake magnet
to provide a suitable quench protection strategy. The quench simulation of a
coupled coil system is well understood. Figure 5.23 shows the cross sections of a
magnet comprised of two double pancakes and its circuit model. Each double
pancake is represented by inductor L in the circuit, and it is shunted by a shunt
resistor Rd. Also shown in the figure are two possible locations for the initial
heating. Table 5.3 presents parameters of the magnet.
Each shunt resistor is a part of the protection scheme; it will divert part of the
current from each coil as its resistance increases during the quench. This
protection scheme is frequently used in superconducting magnet system [2]. An
important design factor in the protection technique is the resistance of each shunt
resistor. If its resistance is too high, the shunt resistor will not carry enough
current during the quench and thus become ineffective. Setting the resistance too
low, on the other hand, will complicate the coil charging process.
The simulation performed here makes the following assumptions:
" During the first -5 seconds, the quench initiated at the outermost turn of one of
the pancakes will propagate towards center no further than 25 turns. This
assumption is based on transverse velocities computed for the 50-layer coil
(section 5.5.3). This assumption allows us to reduce the size of the mesh.
Instead of building a model for a 100-turn coil, we can build a model for a
smaller 25-turn coil with the same outer diameter. The resistance developed
during the quench in the 100-turn and the 25-turn coils will be identical, since
the turns beyond the 25th layer will play no part in the quench development.
* Each double pancake coil is thermally isolated from its neighbor. Thus, the
quench produced in one double-pancake coil will not propagate into its neighbor,
unless the current induced in the target coil by the quenching "source" coil is
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Figure 5.23 Physical models used to simulate a quench in a coupled pair of BSCCO-2223 double-
pancake coils. Top Left: Quench is initiated in one coil, while the other coil is thermally isolated
from the first coil. Top right: Quench is initiated in two coils almost simultaneously. Bottom:
Circuit model implemented in the computer code.
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Table 5.3 Parameters of a coupled pair of BSCCO-2223 double- pancake coils.
Parameters of 2 coupled pancake coils Value
initial temperature 25 K
# of double pancake coils 2
# of turns in each double pancake coil 200
i.d. 5.08 cm
o.d. 11.7 cm
total magnet axial length 1.46 cm
thickness of spacer 0.1 cm
self inductance 3.57-10-3 H
mutual inductance 2.71-10-3 H
inductance matrix [3.57 2.71 ]
2.71 3.57 10 H
heater pulse to induce quench 50W@200ms (square pulse)
large enough to drive it normal. This assumption is reasonable because most
high-Tc pancake coils thus far [6,7] built have a G-10 or phenolic spacer of 1-2-
mm thickness between each pancake; the spacer of this thickness decouple
each pancake thermally from its neighbor during the critical time period.
*Appropriate circuit equations are as follows:
[L] -dI {i}+[R(t)]{i} = Rd{I(t)-i
12
[L] = ML
R 2(t) 0[R(t)]= 0 R2(t)
(5.3)
where the notations are defined in Figure 5.18. Using this model, the inductive
currents produced during the quench can be computed. The simulation code
computes the time-varying resistances of the coil, [R(t)]. Eq. 5.3 is expanded
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with a first-order Taylor series expansion. The resulting equations are
programmed into the code with the "explicit" method (forward difference). Thus
attention is required to choose the time increment to prevent divergence.
Typical time increments required in the high-Tc coil simulation are on the
order of 100-gs.
* The power supply during the transition is modelled as: I=constant if V < Vlimit
and V=constant if V>Vlimit. The code further assumes that the response time of
the power supplies to the transition is zero.
Three different quench scenario are considered. Scenario 1 is performed with 0.5-
mL2 shunt resistors with a 5-V voltage limit on the power supply; Scenario 2 is
with 5-0 shunt resistors with a 5-V voltage limit; and Scenario 3 is with 0.5-mot
shunt resistors with a 0.1-V voltage limit. In all three scenarios, the magnet is
initially at 20 K carrying 170 A. In each case, a quench is induced with a heater
pulse of 50 W for a duration of 500 ms.
Figure 5.24 shows voltage vs. time plots for the three scenarios. The solid line is
Coil 1 voltage for Scenario 1; Coil 2 voltage is not shown because it remains zero.
The dotted line is Coil 1 voltage for Scenario 2; Coil 2 voltage again remains zero.
The dashed lines are for Scenario 3. The one rising faster in the beginning is Coil
1 voltage; Coil 2 voltage follows Coil 1 voltage, indicating an induced quench in
Coil 2.
Figure 5.25 shows current vs. time plots for the three scenarios. The solid lines
are for Scenario 1. Note that Coil 1 current decreases monotonously with time,
while Coil 2 current increases for a while, indicating an enhanced current flow in
Coil 2 due to induction. The dotted lines are for Scenario 2. Both currents slowly
decay from their operating points. The dashed lines are Scenario 3 and the
currents behave similar to currents of Scenario 1, except here Coil 1 current
decays faster and Coil 2 current increases to a higher peak value.
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Figure 5.24 Voltage vs. time plot of a coupled pair of BSCCO-2223 double-pancake coils when
quench is initiated in one coil while the other is thermally isolated from the quench (corresponds to
Fig 5.24 top-left). The coils are initially at 20 K carrying 170 A. Three different shunt resistances
are used in the simulation: 5 m&Ž (solid lines); 5.0 92 (dotted lines); and 0.5-mS2 (dashed lines).
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Figure 5.25 Current vs. time plot of a coupled pair of BSCCO-2223 double-pancake coils when
quench is initiated in one coil while the other is thermally isolated from the quench (corresponds to
Fig 5.24 top-left). The coils are initially at 20 K carrying 170 A. Three different shunt resistances
are used in the simulation: 5 m2 (solid lines); 5.0 92 (dotted lines); and 0.5-mf2 (dashed lines).
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Figure 5.26 shows temperature vs. time plots for the three scenarios. Here
temperature refers to the "hot-spot, " initial quench location. The solid lines are
for Scenario 1 and the plots indicate a peak value of -600 K in Coil 1. Coil 2
remains below Tc. The dotted lines are for Scenario 2. Here Coil 1 temperature
continues to rise, while Coil 2 temperature remains below Tc even when Coil 1
reaches 1150K (t=5 s). The dashed lines are for Scenario 3.
The simulation predicts that Scenario 2, with 5-92 shunt resistor, will result in a
much higher voltage and hot-spot temperature than the other two scenarios. In
fact, scenario 2 predicts a burn-out. This suggests that shunt resistors for this
high-Tc coil should be much smaller than 5 Qi in order to provide protection to the
coil during quench. To optimize the shunt design, we must take the voltage
development in the coils into account. The coil voltage during first few seconds
will be in mV range, implying that the shunt resistance should be in -mL2 range
in order to divert 50-100A from the coils into the resistor. As seen in the
simulation for Scenarios 1 and 3, the hot-spot temperature can be controlled with
shunt resistance with -mK2 or less.
In all three scenarios, Joule heating produced in Coil 2 is quite minimal. The
current induced in Coil 2 is greatest in Scenario 3, up to -260 A. This induction
should force the silver matrix to share about 90A of the total transport current.
Although the induced current is rather large in magnitude, it is not sustained
long enough to have an impact on the coil temperature. Therefore the induced
current in Coil 2 will not lead to a runaway quench event.
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Figure 5.26 Temperature vs. time plots of a coupled pair of BSCCO-2223 double-pancake coils when
quench is initiated in one coil while the other is thermally isolated from the quench (corresponds to
Fig 5.24 top-left). The coils are initially at 20 K carrying 170 A. Three different shunt resistances
are used in the simulation: 5 m.2 (solid lines); 5.0 0 (dotted lines); and 0.5-mf2 (dashed lines).
For 5.0 D shunt resistor, the coils are likely to burn out by exceeding 1000 K at -5 s.
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5.7 Application 2b: Another scenario for the coupled pancake coils
Another possible scenario can be considered for a coupled high-Tc pancake coil
system: The two coils may experience quench together almost at the same time.
This is possible if the spacers provided between the two adjacent double-pancake
coils are not thick enough to prevent the axial thermal transfer, or if the thermal
disturbances are introduced in both coils. To simulate such a scenario, a heater
attached to the outermost layer of each coil is triggered at two different instances
in time, 200 ms apart. Coil 1 is exposed to a heating power of 100 W, while Coil 2 is
exposed to 50 W. Each shunt resistor is 0.5 mQ, and the voltage limit of the power
supply is 0.5 V.
Figure 5.27 shows the simulation results. The maximum rise in voltage in each
coil is at a similar level -0.3 mV, but when the graph is more closely observed,
one will find that Coil 2 experiences a slightly higher voltage owing to the
inductively induced current in Coil 2 by Coil 1. Again, because of a low resistance
of the shunt resistors, both coils are prevented from a burnout, as the highest
temperature reached at each hot spot does not exceed 600 K.
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Figure 5.27 Voltage, current, and temperature vs. time plots of a coupled pair of BSCCO-2223
double-pancake coils, when quench is initiated in both coils almost simultaneously (Scenario 2b).
The quench is initiated in the second coil with 200 ms delay.
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5.8 Application 3: Fault scenario
As discussed in Chapter 1, critical current density performance of high-Tc
superconductors in high fields at temperatures below -20 K is superior to that of
low-Tc superconductors. Thus there is a distinct possibility that high-Tc magnets
are integrated as "insert" magnets for a large, predominantly low-Tc coil
systems. Many new design issues must be considered to employ high-Tc
superconductors as the high-field material. One potentially relevant question for
such a magnet system is "what could happen to the high-Tc (HTS) insert magnet
if the background field collapsed in matter of seconds?" A simulation has been
performed here to study such a fault scenario. In this fault scenario, the water-
cooled magnet undergoes a sudden collapse in magnetic field from 6 T to 0 T in
300 ms, while a HTS insert magnet operating in persistent mode is placed inside
the water-cooled magnet. The HTS magnet in this exercise consists of three
double pancake coils. The simulation code predicts voltage, current,
temperature, and hoop stress developed in the insert magnet during the field
collapse.
The parameters of the magnets modeled in this simulation are described in Table
5.4. Figure 5.28 shows the schematics and the circuit model. The modeling
assumptions of the fault scenario are as follows: An HTS insert magnet
consisting of three high-Tc double-pancake coils is placed in the bore of a Bitter
magnet, as shown in Figure 5.28. The individual pancake coils are connected in
series, each with a shunt resistor connected across its terminals. The insert
magnet, at 20 K, is initially in the persistent mode, carrying 97 A and exposed to
background field of 6 T. The background field is considered to be uniform over the
span of the insert magnet. The bore field during the field collapse may be
described by:
Btotl(t)=BBs(t)+BHrs(t) = B 1 x- A t + (1.73 x 10iHTs(t)) [T] (5.4)
where BB is the background field of a Bitter magnet as a function of time as the
field collapses, Bmax the maximum field produced by the Bitter magnet, Atc the
collapse duration, BHTS the self field produced by the insert magnet, and iHTS the
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Table 5.4 Parameters of HTS coil and Bitter magnet used to simulate a fault scenario.
Parameters of HTS coil Value
initial temperature of coil 20 K
initial current in coil 97 A
#of double pancake coils 3
# of turns in each double pancake coil 60
i.d. 5.08 cm
o.d. 7.07 cm
axial length 2.22 cm
shunt resistor 0.35 Q
Inductance matrix 4.796 4.103 3.497
(for 3 pancake coils) 4.103 4.796 4 .103 x 10- 4 H
3.497 4.103 4.796
Total inductance 3.78 - 10-3 H
Parameters of Bitter Magnet Value
during a field collapse
i.d. 15.24 cm
initial magnetic field 6 T
initial current 20 kA
collapse duration 300 ms
self inductance 1.07-10-3 H
mutual inductance (Bitter-HTS) 1.16-10-3 H
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HTS insert
Bitter Magnet
Figure 5.28 Physical and circuit models used to simulate a fault scenario of a high-Tc
superconducting magnet inserted in Bitter magnet. The high-Tc magnet, consisting of three
BSCCO-2223 double-pancake coils, is initially at persistent mode carrying 97 A at 20 K in a
background field of 6 T.
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transport current in the insert magnet. The insert magnet has a field constant of
17.3 gauss/A. Also, current in the Bitter magnet, isB(t), is modeled as a linearly
decreasing function in time:
i6(t)= im axx t t [A](5.5)
where iB is the current flowing in the Bitter magnet at time t, and imax is its
maximum current, which is 20 kA. The current induced in the insert magnet is
modeled as in an electrical transformer. The rate of change in the flux linkage in
the insert magnet must be equal to the voltage developed in the insert itself. This
is written as:
dXHTS
dt VHTSt)
d iHs(t) d iB(t) (5.6)
HTS dt dt HTS
where XHTS is the flux linkage through the HTS insert magnet, LHTS the self
inductance of the insert magnet, M , the mutual inductance between the two
magnets, and VHTS the voltage developed in the high-Tc coil. Since the HTS insert
magnet is assumed to remain superconducting and be operating in persistent
mode, the terminal voltage across the entire coil,VHTS, remains zero all the time.
Eq. 5.6, along with a set of equations equivalent to Eq. 5.3, is numerically
transformed using a forward-difference technique and implemented in the code to
compute the voltage, current, and temperature responses of the HTS insert
magnet.
Figure 5.29 shows the simulation results depicting the history of the voltage,
current, and temperature in response to the field collapse. As the field begins to
collapse, nearly 550 A will be induced in the insert magnet. While the terminal
voltage across the entire HTS insert is maintained at zero, the induced current
increases or decreases the voltage across each double pancake coil, which in turn
forces the current to be diverted into the shunt resistors. The current diversion
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decreases the rate of the temperature rise. As soon as the field collapsing is
complete, the remaining currents become dissipated, and the field eventually falls
back to zero.
The insert temperature is well within the safe range throughout the course of the
field collapse. The maximum temperature reached by the insert is only -54K. In
addition to the minimal temperature rise, the insert produces Joule heating
uniformly throughout its volume during the collapse, and thus the temperature
distribution more or less remains uniform. The hoop stress is also well within
the safe range, as shown in Figure 5.30. The maximum hoop stress developed in
the coil is 70 MPa, the range of silver's yield stress (55-90 MPa).
The protection of high-Tc magnets against a severe fault scenario depends on
many parameters and operating conditions. This simulation is performed only
as an example of what could happen in such conditions. The size of the high-Tc
coil and the magnitude of the background field selected here are just too small to
give a general picture of more realistic situations. In an actual application in
which a high-Tc insert magnet is used as a high-field insert, the insert might be
expected to be exposed to a field of -20 T. With the three times the background
field and the insert much more well-coupled to the background magnet than
considered in our example here, we could expect fault-mode hoop stress to easily
exceed the yield stress of silver. In addition to the hoop stresses, there will be
large axial stresses which tend to compress the insert.
For the "real-world" applications, it is therefore necessary to use extra
mechanical support within the winding of a high-Tc insert. One practical way is
to co-wind a thin tape of high-strength material, e.g. stainless steel or beryllium
copper, with the BSCCO-2223 high-Tc tape, or to co-process the BSCCO-2223 tape
with such high-strength material as an additional composite during the
manufacturing process. This type of reinforcement has been previously used in
Nb3Sn tapes manufactured in 1960's.
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Figure 5.29 Voltage, current, and temperature vs. time plots of a high-Tc magnet as the
background field collapses from 6 T to 0 T with a time constant of 300 ms.
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Figure 5.30 Magnetic hoop stress vs. time plot for a high-Tc magnet as the background field
collapses from 6 T to 0 T. The maximum hoop stress is expected to be about -70 MPa, which is
barely below yield stress of silver.
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5.9 Limitations of the code
The examples shown here indicate that the code is capable of predicting the
response of a high-Tc coil under varying conditions. The code is modifiable and
expandable to suit a particular set of parameters and situations. It must be noted,
however, that the code has several limitations. Some are discussed below.
First, the code is limited to "dry" magnets operated with cryocoolers in a vacuum
environment. The code does not model the presence of convective cooling, for
example, on the edge of the windings. The boundaries of the coil are generally
assumed to be adiabatic or at most connected to a heat sink. Second, the code at
the present form is applicable only to 2-D cases. Thus, heat leakage in the third
dimension such as that through the spacer placed between adjacent pancake coils
is not included. Third, the effect of contact thermal resistance at the heater site is
not well modeled. Thermal contact resistance in any situation can be nebulous
because it is influenced by such intractable effects as surface and contact
pressure. We often select "reasonable" values for the contact resistance, but we
are never certain if it is truly justified. Fortunately, as discussed earlier,
discrepancy in computation due to thermal contact resistance is minimal in most
cases.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
A comprehensive study of the two-dimensional quench process in the high-Tc
pancake coils, both experimental and analytical, has been presented in this
thesis. The simulation code predicts the responses of the high-Tc coils with a
reasonable accuracy; and its applicability, though limited to the two-dimensional
coil geometry, has been validated by experimental results performed on simple 3-
layer and 8-layer pancake coils wound of silver-sheathed BSCCO-2223 tapes over
the temperature range 20-70 K, field range 0-6 T, and transport current range
0-200A.
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Appendix
Computer simulation code for the eight-layer test coil
/ / This C program computes the voltage and temperature profiles of the
/ / eight-layer BSCCO-2223 test coil undergoing a quench or a recovery.
/ / ************** include libraries
#include <math.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <fstream.h>
/ / ************** define global variables
/ / ************** physical parameters
/ / thickness of tape: thtap [cm]
// width of tape: wdtap [cm]
/ / thickness of insulation: thins [cm]
/ / number of turns: Nturn
/ / outer radius of winding: radout [cm]
/ / inner radius of winding: radin [cm]
/ / inner radius of coil form: radcoilf [cm]
/ / ************** electrical parameter
/ / transport current: It
/ / ************** mesh parameter
/ / radial division for silver tape: nrth
/ / radial stepsize for silver tape: dr[silver]= thtap/nrth [cm]
/ / radial division for insulation : nrins
/ / radial stepsize for insulation : dr[kapton] = thins / nrins [cm]
/ / radial division for coil form : nrcoilf
/ / radial stepsize for coil form : dr[stain] = (radin-radcoilf) nrcoilf
/ / number of constant temp nodes: Nctnode
/ / total number in theta dir/2 : Ntheta
// azimuthal step size : dtheta = pi/Ntheta [rad]
/ depth dz = wdtap [cm]
/ / total number of steps in r-dir: Nr=(nrth+nrins)*nturn+nrcoilf+cstart-1
/ / ************** boundary condition
/ initial temperature: Ti [K]
/ /time step : dt[s]
/ / ************** heater parameter
/ heater thickness : thheat [cm]
/ heaterpulse width : wdpulse [s]
/ / heater max generation: mxpulse [W]
/ / number of heater : nheater (dont need it for now)
/ / number of theta division of heater: Nthheat
/ / ************** pointer structure parameter
/ / layerpointer : orgi[Nr]
/ / ************** define materials
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enum mat (copper, silver, stain, kapton, heater];
/ / ************** define linked (structured) lists (four nodes) for mesh generation
struct temp (
double T[31];
mat material;
temp *up, *down, *left, *right;
// /************** define rest of the variables here
temp *orgi[1000]; / / orgi(n) points to the initial pointer position on each layer
temp *null;
double thtap, wdtap, thins, radout, radin;
double It;
int Nturn, Nrth, Nrins, Nrcoilf Ntheta, Nr, Nctnode;
double dr[5],dz,dtheta;
double Ti, dt, Tt;
double thheat, wdpulse, mxpulse;
double kaptonkl, kaptonk2, silverf, composite, Icl, Ic2, mtxf, B;
int Nthheat;
int rn,iij; / counts number of mesh in r-direction
const int cstart- 4; / coil starting position
enum ord {one, two]; / / ord(er) defines the new mesh grid after each
successive iteration.
ord flip(ord order); / / flip function flips "order" after each iteration
int filei; / / file index
double rm[1000], maxdt, maxratio; / / rm = radial position for each layer
/ / maxdt = maximum time increment
void mincr(double totc,double totr); / / mincr computes the maximum time
/ / increment that prevents instability
void voltage(double t, ord order); / / outputs voltage data to a file
void fileinitO; / / initializes a file
void printxyO; / / outputs (radius,theta) position of the
/ / mesh grid to a file
/ / ************** main (void) procedures
void gaussinputO;
void gaussmesh);
void gauss_seidelO;
/ / ************** material property functions
double k(double T, double B, mat material);
double kO(double T, mat material);
double dens(mat material);
double Ic(double T);
double r(double T, double B, mat material);
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double rO(double T, mat material);
double c(double T, mat material);
double g(double T, double B, mat material, double t, double rm);
double koh(double T, double B, mat material);
/ / ************** main routine
mainO
gauss_inputO; / / input data
gaussmeshO; / / generate mesh
gauss_seidelO; / / iterate using gauss-seidel method
/ / **************input routine
void gauss_inputO
I
char str[40]; / / define a fixed length string for data input from a input-file
ifstream in("gauss.input");
if (!in) I
cout << " Cannot open file!!! " << '\a';
return;
/ / ************** inputs are streamed in from a input file
/ / --- physical parameters
in >> str >> thtap; / / thickness of tape: thtap [cm]
in >> str >> wdtap;/ / width of tape : wdtap[cm]
in >> str >> mtxf; / / fraction of matrix material: mtxf
in >> str >> thins;! / thickness of insulation: thins [cm]
in >> str >> Nturn; / / number of turns: Nturn
in >> str >> radout; / / outer radius of coilform: radout [cm]
in >> str >> radin; / / inner radius of coilform: radin [cm]
in >> str >> Nctnode; / / number of constant temperature nodes
/ / --- electrical parameter
in >> str >> It;/ / transport current: It
/ / --- mesh parameter
in >> str >> Nrth;/ / radial division for silver tape: nrth
dr[silver]= thtap /Nrth;
in >> str >> Nrins;/ / radial division for insulation : nrins
dr[kapton] = thins/Nrins;
in >> str >> Nrcoilf, / / radial division for coil form : nrcoilf
dr[stain] = (radout-radin) /Nrcoilf;
in >> str >> Ntheta; / / total number in theta dir : Ntheta
dtheta = 3.1415927/Ntheta;
dz = wdtap;
Nr= (Nrth+Nrins)*Nturn+Nrcoilf+cstart-1;
// --- boundary condition
in >> str >> Ti; /linitial temperature : Ti [K]
in >> str >> dt;/ / time step : dt[s]
in >> str >> Tt;/ / total time : Tt[s]
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/ / --- heaterparameter
in >> str >> thheat;/ / heater thickness : thheat [cm]
in >> str >> wdpulse;/ / heater pulse width : wdpulse [s]
in >> str >> mxpulse; / heater max generation: mxpulse tW]
in >> str >> Nthheat; / edge of heater in theta-direction
in >> str >> kaptonkl; / / insulation thermal cond coefl [W/cmK]
in >> str >> kaptonk2;/ / insulation thermal cond coef2 1W/cm]
in >> str >> silverf;,/ / silver resistivity factor for generation/voltage calculation
in >> str >> composite;/ / volumetric average coefficient to include BSCCO
in >> str >> Icl;/ / coefl for Ic calculation
in >> str >> Ic2;/ / coef2 for Ic calculation
in >> str >> B; / /field
in >> str;
dr[heater]=thheat;
in.closeO;
return;
/ / ************** generate a mesh using the dimensions defined in the input file
void gauss_mesh 0
[
int layer; / / keeps track of the layer in the coil
void generate (int Nstep, mat mtr);
void heatergenO;
/ /create a linked list along the first layer in theta direction
/ Imeshing process takes place from the outer radius to the inner radius
/ /meshing builds a single layer consists of both superconductor and insulation
rn=cstart; / / initialize row number
null='\O, / / initialize null constant to indicate end of nodes
/ / ************** creating a high-Tc coil mesh
for (layer=O;layer<Nturn;) ( / / main routine
generate(Nrth, silver); / / generate super-layer
generate(Nrins,kapton); // generate insulation laye
layer++;
I
generate(Nrcoilf, stain); / / generate coil form layer
/ / ************** after generating the coil and the coilform, generate heater
heatergenO;
return;
I
void generate(int Nstep, mat mtr)
[
int i4; / / counting indices
temp *here, *there; // temporary pointers
if (rn>cstart) there=orgi[rn-1]; / /set reference if inside layer
for (i=O;i<Nstep;i++)
/ / i points to number of r-division in superconductor
here = new temp; / /set starting point
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orgi[rn]= here;
for (j=O;j<Ntheta;)
/ / go around in theta direction once
here->T[O] = Ti; / set initial temperature
here->T[1] = Ti; //set initial temperature
here->material = mtr; / /set materialat the node
here->right = new temp; / /connect right and up nodes
(here->right)->left = here;
here->down = null;
here->up =null;
if (rn>cstart) / /connect down-nodes, if inside layer
here->down = there;
there->up = here;
there = there->right;
I
here= here->right; / Imove here to the node at right
j++;
/ / taking care of the end nodes at theta=0 and theta=pi or 2pi
here->T[O] = Ti; / set initial temperature
here->T[1] = Ti; / /set initial temperature
here->material = mtr; / /set materialat the node
here->right = here->left; / / complete the circular list by connecting end nodes
orgi[rn]->left = orgi[rn]->right; I / and orgi node.
here->down = null;
here->up =null;
if(rn>cstart)
[
here->down = there; / / to previous layer
there->up = here;
there = orgi[rn];
rn++;
return;
// ************** generate quench heater (on the outermost layer)
void heatergenO
temp *here, *there, *hthere;
int ii, i;
/ / create the stainless heater first then generate epoxy
/ / find the right location and connect the loose ends
for (ii=cstart-1;ii>O;)(
/ / now creating the epoxy layer
here = new temp;
orgi[ii] = here;
there = orgi[ii+1l;
hthere = here;
/ / create a heater node
/ / record orgin of stainless heater
set reference on prev layer
set horizontal reference
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here->up =there;
there->down =here;
here->T[O] =Ti;
here->T[1] =Ti;
here- >material=kapton;
for (i=l;i<Nthheat+l;)(
here = new temp;
there = there->right;
here->up = there;
there->down = here;
hthere->right = here;
here->left = hthere;
here->T[O]=Ti;
here->T[1]=Ti;
here- >material=kapton;
hthere= here;
i++;
hthere->right = null;
orgi[ii]->left=orgifii]- >right;
/ / now create the heater layer (last step)
here = new temp;
orgi[O] = here;
there = orgi[1];
hthere = here; / / set
// boundary
/ / set initial temp
/ / set initial temp
/ / create the rest of the node
/ / connect to right node
/ / connect heater node side ways
/ / set initial values
/I move hthere to right on heater
/ ladiabatic boundary
/ complete circuilar link
/ / create a heater node
/ / record orgin of stainless heater
prev point on heater
there->down = here;
here->up = there;
here->down = null;
here->T[01 = Ti;
here->T[1] = Ti;
here->material= heater;
for (i=1;i<Nthheat+1;)
here = new temp;
there = there->right;
here->up = there;
there->down= here;
here->down = null;
hthere->right = here;
here->left = hthere;
here->T[O]=Ti;
here->T[1]=Ti;
here->material=heater;
hthere= here;
i++;
hthere->right = null;
/ ladiabatic boundary
/ /set initial temp
/ Iset initial temp
/ Icreat heater layer
//adiabatic boundary
/ /connect to right node
/ /connect heater node side ways
/ /set initial values
/ Iset initial values
/ /move hthere to right on heater
/ /adiabatic boundary
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/ /complete circuilar link
return;
/ / ********P ***** with a proper mesh, finite difference iteration is performed
/ / ************** using Gauss-Seidel method.
void gauss_seidelO[
/ / assuming the grids are all defined
/ / define density array
/ / define critical density function or matrix current function
int ti, m, n, i, ii, mm;
temp *here;
double t;
double Rmd, Rmu, Rn, Rnr, Rnl, TotR;
double kinmd, kmu, TotC;
double T, Td, Tu, Tl, Tr;
mat mtyp, mtypu, mtypd;
ord order, ol, o2;
void printing(ord order, double t);
/ !counting indices
/ /temporary pointer
/ / time index
I /thermal resistances in each
/ / direction
I / thermal conductivity
/ / temperature at each node
/ / material type at each node
/ / keep track of iteration
/ / prints data to a output file
/ / ************** initialize time indices
t=O.O;
maxdt=dt;
maxratio=dt;
// / ************** initialize file
fileinitO;
/ / ************** initialize radial distance for each layer
rm[O]=radout+Nturn *(thtap+thins)+3.0*dr[kapton]+dr[heater];
for (mm=l;mm<Nr+l;mm++){
rm[mm]=rm[mm-1]-(dr[orgi[mm-1]- >material]);
cout << "rm[" << mm «<< ":" << rm[mm] << '\n';
/ / ************** begin iteration
for (ti=O; t<Tt;ti++)[
order=flip(order);
ol=order;
o2=flip(order);
filei++;
/ /------- iterate along the quench heater
for (m=O;m<cstart;) {
here=orgi[m];
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I
order=two;
filei=0;
printxyO;
/ / initialize flipper
/ / prints the grid position to a file
orgi[0]- >Ieft=orgi[Oj- >right,
mtyp=here- >material;
mtypu=(here- >up)->material;
if (here->down) mtypd = (here->down)->material;
for(n=O;n<Nthheat+1;) [
T=here->T[ol]; //lookup temperature grid
Tl=(here->left)- >T[oll;
Rnl = dr[mtyp]*dz*k(T,B,mtyp) / (rm[ml*dtheta);
Rnr = 0.0; / / this is if adiabatic
if (here->right) (
Tr=(here->right)->T[ol];
Rnr = Rnl;
]
Tu=(here->up)->T[ol];
kmu = 2.0*k(Tu,B,mtypu)*k(T,B,mtyp) / (k(Tu,B,mtypu)+k(T,B,mtyp));
Rmu =(rm[m]-dr[mtyp]/2.0)*dtheta *dz*kmu/dr[mtyp];
Rmd = 0.0;
if (here->down) f
Td = (here->down)->T[oll];
kinmd = 2.0*k(Td,B,mtypd)*k(T,B, mtyp) / (k(Td,B,mtypd)+k(T,B,mtyp));
Rmd = (rm[m]-dr[mtyp]/2.0)*dtheta*dz *kmd/dr[mtypJ;
/ / update new temp value at delta t
TotC = rm[mj*dr[mtyp]*dtheta*dz*c(T, mtyp);
TotR = Rmu + Rmd + Rnl + Rnr;
mincr(TotC, TotR);
here->T[o2] = dt/TotC
*(g(T,B, mtyp,t,rm[mJ)+(Td-T)*Rmd + (Tu-T)*Rmu
+(Tl-T)*Rnl + (Tr-T)*Rnr) + T;
here=here->right; / /move to the next position
n++;
m++;
/ /----------------iterate along the first layer of superconductor-insulation in the coil
m=cstart;
here=orgi[m]; / / point to initial outer layer position
mtyp=here->material; / / node material
mtypu=(here- >up)- >material;
mtypd=(here- >down)- >material;
for(n=0;n<Ntheta-Nctnode;) { / /<---last nodes are constant temp
Rmd = 0.0; / /initialize thermal resistance
T=here->T[ol]; / /lookup temperature grid
Td=T;
Rn = dr[mtyp]*dz*k(T,B,mtyp) / (rm[m]*dtheta);
Tl=(here->left)- >T[ol];
Tr=(here- >right)->T[oll;
/ Idefine (inv) thermal resistance in each dir
if (here->down) [
Td=(here->down)- >T[o l];
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kmd = 2.0*k(T,B,mtyp)*k(Td,B,mtypd) /(k(T,B,mtyp)+k(Td,B,mtypd));
Rmd =(rm[m]+dr[mtyp]/2. 0)*dtheta*dz*kmd/dr[mtyp];
}
Tu=(here->up)->T[ol];
kmu = 2.0*kT typ(Tu,B,mty T,B,mtyp)(k(Tu,B,mtypu)+k(T,B,mtyp));
Rmu =(rm[m]-dr[mtyp]/2.0)*dtheta*dz*kmu/dr[mtyp];
/ / update new temp value at delta t
TotC = rm[m]*dr[mtyp]*dtheta*dz*c(T,mtyp);
TotR = Rmu + Rmd + Rn + Rn;
mincr(TotC, TotR);
here->T[o2] = dt/TotC
*(g(T,B,mtyp,t,rm[m])
+(Tu-T)*Rmu+(Td-T)*Rmd+(TI+Tr-T-T)*Rn) + T;
here=here->right;
n++;
S/---------------- interate along a middle layer
for (m=cstart+1; m<Nr;m++) (
here=orgi[m]; / / point to initial position in radius m
mtyp=here->material; / / node material
mtypu=(here- >up)- >material;
mtypd=(here->down)- >material;
for(n=O;n<Ntheta+1;) (
T=here->T[ol]; / /lookup temperature grid
Rn = dr[mtyp]*dz*k(T,B,mtyp) /(rm[m]*dtheta);
Tl=(here- >left)->T[ol];
Tr=(here->right)->T[ol];
Td=(here->down)->T[ol];
kinmd = 2.0*k(T,B,mtyp)*k(Td,B,mtypd) /(k(T,B,mtyp)+k(Td,B,mtypd));
Rmd =(rm[m]+dr[mtyp]/2.O)*dtheta*dz*kmd /dr[mtyp];
Tu=(here->up)->T[ol];
kmu = 2.0*k(Tu,B,mtypu)*k(T,B,mtyp) /(k(Tu,B,mtypu)+k(T,B,mtyp));
Rmu =(rm[m]-dr[mtyp]/2.0)*dtheta*dz*kmu/dr[mtyp];
/ / update new temp value at delta t
TotC = rm[m]*dr[mtyp]*dtheta *dz*c(T,mtyp);
TotR = Rmu + Rmd + Rn + Rn;
mincr(TotC, TotR);
here->T[o2] = dt/TotC
*(g(T,B,mtyp,t,rm[m])+(Tu- T)*Rmu+(Td-T)*Rmd+(Tl+ Tr-T-T)*Rn) + T;
here=here- >right;
n++;
if ((ti%50)==O) [
voltage(t,o2); // computes the resulting voltages
I
if ((ti%1000)==1) printing(order, t);
dt=maxdt;
t+=dt;
maxdt=maxratio;
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printing(order,t);
return;
I
/ / output computed values to a file
/ / ************** function order keeps track of iteration
ord flip(ord order)
[ if (order==one) return(two);
return(one);
]
// ************k** printing function outputs computed values to a file
void printing(ord order,double t)
FILE *filel, *file2, *file3;
int mm,nn;
temp *here;
double res,gen;
/ filel = temperature
/ /file2 = resistivity
/ /file3 = generation
file l =fopen("ga uss-temp. data ", "w ");
file2 =fopen ("ga uss-rest. data ", "w );
file3 =fopen("gauss-gene. data","w ");
fprintf(filel, "%4.31f ",t);
fprintf(file2, "%4.31f ", t);
fprintf(file3, "%4.31f ",':t);
fprintf(filel, " \n '");
fprintf(file2, "\n');
fprintf(file3," \ n");
/ / record time
for (mm=O; mm<cstart;) { / / heater temperature
here=orgi[mm];
for(nn=O;nn<Nthheat+1;) {
fprintf(filel, "%4.31f ", here- >T[order]);
fprintf(file2, "%4.31f ",0.0); / / irrelevant to matrix generation
fprintf(file3, "%4.31f ",0.0);
here=here->right;
nn++;
for(nn=Nthheat+1; nn4<Ntheta+l;) f
fprintf(filel,"%4.31f ",Ti);
fprintf(file2, "%4.31f ",0.0); / / irrelevant to matrix generation
fprintf(file3, "%4.31f ", 0.0);
fprintf(filel, " \n);
fprintf(file2, "\n");
fprintf(file3, " \nm");
mm++;
for (mm=cstart; mm<Nr+l;) { //coil temperature
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here=orgi[mm];
for(nn=O;nn<Ntheta+1;) (
fprintf(filel, "%4.31f ",here->T[order]);
if (It>Ic(here->T[order]) && here->material==silver) I
res=r(here- >T[order],B, silver)
*rm[mm]*dtheta /(mtxfkdz*dr[silver]);
gen=(It-Ic(here- >T[order]))*It *res;
fprintf(file2, "%4.31f ",res);
fprintf(file3, "%4.31f ",gen);
} else!
fprintf(file2, "%4.31f ",0.0);
fprintf(file3, "%4.31f ",0.0);
I
here=here->right;
nn++;
fprintf(filel, " \n);
fprintf(file2, " \n');
fprintf(file3, "\n");
mm++;
fclose(filel);
fclose(file2);
fclose(file3);
return;
I
/ / ************** fileinit initializes a file
void fileinitO
[
FILE *fl;
fl=fopen("gauss- volt. data ", "w );
fclose(fl);
return;
I
/ / ************** function voltage computes the voltage in the superconductor as a / / ************** result of
rise in temperature above the critical temperature
void voltage(double t, ord order)
FILE *fl;
int i;
double v[8];
temp *hl,*h2,*h3,*h4, *h5,*h6,*h7;
/ / this routine assumes that there are more than eight layers at least
/ / v : first layer 0-45 degree *2
/ / v2 : first layer 45-90 degree *2
/ / v3 : second layer 0-45 degree *2
/ / v4 : second layer 45-90 degree *2
/ v5: third layer 0-45 degree *2
/ / v6: third layer 45-90 degree *2
v[1]=v[2]=v[3]=v[4]=v[5]=v[5 ]=v[7]=0. 0;
hl =orgi[cstart+(1+Nrins) ];
h2=orgi[cstart+(1+Nrins)*2];
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h3=orgi[cstart+(1+Nrins)*3];
h4=orgi[cstart+(1 +Nrins)*4];
h5=orgi[cstart+(1+Nrins)*5];
h6=orgi[cstart+(1+Nrins)*6];
h7=orgi[cstart+(1+Nrins)*7];
for(i=O;i<Ntheta;i++)
{
if (It>Ic(hl->T[order]))
v[1]+=(It-Ic(h1- >T[order]))*r(h ->T[order],B, silver)*rm[cstart+(1 +Nrins) ];
if (It>Ic(h2->T[order]))
v[2]+=(It-Ic(h2- >T[order])) *r(h2- >T[order],B, silver) *rm[cstart+(l +Nrins) *2];
if (It>Ic(h3->T[order]))
v[3]+=(It-Ic(h3- >T[order]))*r(h3- >T[order],B, silver)*rm[cstart+(l +Nrins)*3];
if (It>Ic(h4->T[order]))
v[4]+=(It-Ic(h4->T[order])) *r(h4->T[order],B,silver) *rm[cstart+(1 +Nrins) *4];
if (It>Ic(h5->T[order]))
v[5]+=(It-Ic(h5->T[order]))*r(h5->T[order],B,silver)*rm[cstart+(l Nrins) *5];
if (It>Ic(h6->T[order]))
v[6]+ =(It-Ic(h6- >T[order])) *r(h6- >T[order],B, silver) *rm[cstart+(l +Nrins) *6];
if (It>Ic(h7->T[order]))
v[7]+=(It-Ic(h7- >T[order]))*r(h 7->T[order],B,silver)*rm[cstart+(1 +Nrins) *71;
hl=hl->right;
h2=h2->right;
h3=h3->right;
h4=h4->right;
h5=h5->right;
h6=h6->right;
h7=h7->right;
,
fl =fopen("gauss-volt. data", "a'9;
fprintf(fl, "%6.51f ", t);
for (i=1;i<6;) [
fprintf(fl, "%4.31f ", (v[il+2.O*v[i+1]+v[i+2]) *dtheta/ (mtxf dr[silver]*dz));
i=i+2;
fprintf(fl, "\n ");
fclose(fl);
return;
}
/ / ************** mincr computes the maximum possible time increment to avoid / / ************** instability
void mincr(double totc, double totr)
[
double ratio;
ratio = totc/totr;
if (ratio<maxdt) maxdt=ratio;
if (ratio>maxratio) maxratio=ratio;
return;
I
/ / ************** prints grid position of the mesh to a file
void printxyO
FILE *filel, *file2;
int mm,nn;
temp *here;
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filel =fopen("gauss-x. data " "w );
file2=fopen("gauss-y. data", "w);
for (mm=O; mm<Nr+l;) I
here=orgi[mm];
for(nn=0;nn<Ntheta+1;) I
fprintf(filel, "%14.31f ",rm[cstart]*(nn*dtheta));
fprintf(file2, "%4.31f ",rm[mm]);
here=here->right;
nn++;
I
fprintf(filel, "\n");
fprintf(fi le2, " \n");
mm++;
}
fclose(file l);
fclose(file2);
return;
}
/ / ************** The following is the material properties of stainless steel,
/ / ************** kapton, silver, copper and BSCCO as functions of temperature
i / ************** and background field.
S/---------------------------------------
/ / Standard units adopted for this routine:
/ / [J, g, cm, K, W, micro-Ohm]
/ / This sub-unit contains the following property subroutines:
I
/ / dens(material) = density of each material in the coil
/ / Ic(T) = critical current of high-Tc tape
/ / rO(T, material) = electrical resistivity at zero field
/ / r (T,B,material)= electrical resistivity at B field
/ / kO(T,material) = thermal conductivity at zero field
/ / k (T,B,material)= thermal conductivity at B field
/ / c (T, material) = specific heat at given T
/ / koh(T,B, material)=Kohler plot for copper and silver
/ / g(T,B,material,t,rm)=heat generation function for silver matrix and heater
/ /---------------------------------------
/ / ************** density [g/cmA3]
double dens(mat material)[
switch(material) [
case(copper): return(8.954);
case(silver): return(10.525);
case(stain): return(7.9);
case(kapton): return(1.0); I/rough value assumed, similar to nylon, rubber
case(heater): return(7.9);
]
I
// ************** critical current [A]
double Ic(double T)
if (T<((Icl /Ic2) *-1.0)) return(Icl+Ic2*T);
return(O.0);
/ / ************** Joule generation [W], multiplication factor of le-6 is to
// ************** convertmicro-Ohm to Ohm.
double g(double T, double B, mat material, double t, double rm){
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double Icc;
if (material==silver) Icc=Ic(T);
if (material==silver && It>Icc)
return(le-6*(It-Icc)*It*r(T,B,silver)*rm *dtheta / (dr[silver]*dz*mtxf));
if (material==heater && t<wdpulse) return(mxpulse /Nthheat);
return(0.0);
I
/ / ************** electrical resistivity [,f2cm] in zero field for copper and silver
double rO( double T, mat material) {
switch(material) {
case copper: { if(T<300.0)
return (-0.014616-0.00018411*T+4.4911e-5*T*T-8.5018e-8*T*T*T);
else
return (0.007*(T-300)+1.7); / / return other value for T>300
case silver:
if (T<70) return(silverf*(0.069136-0.006714*T
+0.00019844*T*T-9.728e-7*T*T*T));
if(T>=70 && T<300)
return(silverf*(-0.34145+0.0094905*T
-1.9905e-5*T*T+3.2803e-8*T*T*T));
if(T>=300)
return(silverf*(0. 005*(T-300)+1.6));
}
I
/ / **************electrical resistivity in magnetic field for copper and silver
double r( double T, double B, mat material) {
if (B > 0.0000) return (koh(T,B,material)*rO(T, material)+rO(T, material));
return (rO(T,material));
/ / ************** thermal conductivity for copper and silver in zero field [W/Kcm] double kO(double T, mat
material) [
switch(material) [
case copper: return(O.371*T*T*exp(-T 10.0)+3. 95);
case silver: return(mtxf*(3.2*T*T*exp(-TI4.5)+4.0));
I
/ / **************thermal conductivity for copper and silver in magnetic field
double k(double T, double B, mat material) {
switch(material){
case stain : (if (T>300.0) return(.15); else
return(-0.00188+0.00126*T-(3.32e-6)*T*T+(2. 70e-9)*T*T*T);}
case kapton: [if (T>200.0) return(.006); else
return(kaptonkl+kaptonk2*T);}
case heater: {if (T>300.0) return(. 15); else
return(-0.00188+0.00126*T-(3.32e-6)*T*T+(2. 70e-9)*T*T*T);}
I
return ((1.0+0. 05*B*rO(T,material)/r(T,B,material))*kO(T,material));
/ / ************** specific heat [J/cm3K]
double c(double T, mat material) (
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switch(material) (
case copper: return(. 014468-.0094885*T+8.0306e-4*T*T
-7.0864e-6*T*T*T+2.4285e-8*T*T*T*T
+2.945e-11*T*T*T*T*T);
case silver: (if (T>300.0) return(2.67); else
return(composite*(-0.52029842+0.0425683*T-2.2772e-4*T*T
+5.0776e-7*T*T*T-3.6667e-10*T*T*T*T));}
/ / silver is volumetrically averaged to include the BSCCO, multiply composite
case stain: {if (T>300.0) return(3.8996); else
return(-0.014096+0.0056655*T+2.46e-5*T*T);I
case kapton: [if (T>300.0) return(4.806); else
return(1.8*(-0.52029842+0. 0425683*T-2.2772e-4*T*T
+5. 0776e-7*T*T*T-3. 6667e-10*T*T*T*T));]
case heater: {if (T>300.0) return(3.8996); else
return(-0.014096+0.0056655*T+2.46e-5*T*T);}
/ / ************** Kohler curve for silver and coper
double koh( double T, double B, mat material) [
double q; / /dimensionless quantity
switch(material) [
case copper: [q= 1.703*B/rO(T,copper);
return(O.2154+.0027237*q-3.3962e-8*q*q+5.0306e-13*q*q*q);
I
case silver:
[q= 1.700*B/rO(T,silver);
if (q<200.0) return(O.00014736*exp(1.5838 *log(q)));
if (q>=200.0) return(O.0117 *exp(O.76403*log(q)));
I
]
/ / **************/ / **************/ / **************the end
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